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Abstract
An analysis of the revised physics needs and recent progress in the technology of superconducting
RF cavities have led to major changes in the specication and in the design for a Superconducting Proton
Linac (SPL) at CERN. Compared with the rst conceptual design report (CERN 2000012) the beam
energy is almost doubled (3.5 GeV instead of 2.2 GeV), while the length of the linac is reduced by 40%
and the repetition rate is reduced to 50 Hz. The basic beam power is at a level of 45 MW and the
approach chosen offers enough margins for upgrades. With this high beam power, the SPL can be the
proton driver for an ISOL-type radioactive ion beam facility of the next generation (‘EURISOL’), and
for a neutrino facility based on superbeam C beta-beam or on muon decay in a storage ring (‘neutrino
factory’). The SPL can also replace the Linac2 and PS Booster in the low-energy part of the CERN
proton accelerator complex, improving signicantly the beam performance in terms of brightness and
intensity for the benet of all users including the LHC and its luminosity upgrade. Decommissioned
LEP klystrons and RF equipment are used to provide RF power at a frequency of 352.2 MHz in the low-
energy part of the accelerator. Beyond 90 MeV, the RF frequency is doubled to take advantage of more
compact normal-conducting accelerating structures up to an energy of 180 MeV. From there, state-of-
the-art, high-gradient, bulk-niobium superconducting cavities accelerate the beam up to its nal energy
of 3.5 GeV. The overall design approach is presented, together with the progress that has been achieved
since the publication of the rst conceptual design report.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and executive summary
The construction of a Superconducting Proton Linac (SPL) at CERN was initially proposed as an eco-
nomical means to replace the Proton Synchrotron (PS) injectors (Linac2 and PSB), re-using the valuable
asset of RF equipment resulting from the decommissioning of the Large ElectronPositron (LEP) col-
lider. When the idea of a neutrino factory based on muon decay was suggested, the SPL, because of its
potential for high beam power, became a very attractive solution for the proton driver. The design of the
accelerator evolved to match the needs of such a facility, while respecting the constraints of the existing
RF equipment. Thereafter a basic scheme for a neutrino factory at CERN was worked upon, until efforts
were drastically reduced and most resources were re-oriented towards the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
Only the developments concerning the SPL, in particular its low-energy part, continued to be supported
because of their potential application in ‘Linac4’, the successor to Linac2.
In 2002, an alternative concept for a neutrino facility based on beta-decaying radioactive ions was
proposed by P. Zucchelli [1]. The association of such a source of e or anti-e with a neutrino superbeam
generating a high ux of  or anti- in the same energy range is especially powerful. Assuming that
the existing CERN accelerators would be used to accelerate these ions, the optimum energy for the proton
driver generating the neutrino superbeam was then determined to be  3:5GeV [2]. As this energy is
also better for the other applications like neutrino factory and PS injector, it has been selected for the
updated design of the SPL (see Chapter 2). The basic characteristics for this new design are summarized
in Table 1.1. Design details are presented in Chapter 4.
Table 1.1: SPL main characteristics
Mean beam power 5 MW
Beam kinetic energy 3.5 GeV
Repetition rate 50 Hz
Number of protons per pulse/per second 0:178=8:92  1015
Pulse length 0.72 ms
Average pulse current| 40 mA
Overall length} 430 m
Bunch frequency 352.2 MHz
| After chopping.
} Pure linac length without debuncher section (see Section 4.5.1).
To operate at these increased energy and current levels, more instantaneous RF power is needed
than available with the existing LEP klystrons. Combined with the remarkable progress in supercon-
ducting RF technology, this led to the decision to use pulsed klystrons and a harmonic of 352.2 MHz
(704.4 MHz) in the superconducting part of the accelerator. As a direct result of this optimization, the
second version of the SPL is 340 m shorter than the initial one (430 m instead of 770 m length without
debuncher section at the linac end), even though it accelerates up to 3.5 GeV instead of 2.2 GeV.
The RF frequency of 352.2 MHz remains very convenient at low energy, leading to acceptable
dimensions, tolerances and gradients in the normal-conducting, low-ˇ accelerating structures like Radio
Frequency Quadrupoles (RFQ), Drift Tube Linac (DTL) and Cell-Coupled Drift Tube Linac (CCDTL)
up to the energy of 90 MeV. Fourteen LEP klystrons and circulators will be re-used in this part of the
linac. In the rest of the SPL, the frequency is doubled to 704.4 MHz. Normal-conducting SCL structures
are employed up to 180 MeV, and multi-cell elliptical superconducting cavities afterwards. It is proposed
1
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to build the rst part of the linac, up to 160 MeV (Linac4), in an existing hall close to the PS and to use
it as an improved injector for the PSB.
The layout of the SPL on the CERN site is similar to that of the previous proposal, except for its
reduced length (see Fig. 1.1). The existing transfer tunnels allow for an easy connection to the PS and
the ISOLDE/EURISOL experimental area. The accumulator and compressor rings needed for a neutrino
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Fig. 1.1: SPL layout on the CERN site
The new design and layout of the SPL leaves room for evolution in terms of beam energy and
beam power. The space available at the foreseen location allows for a longer accelerator length, and
hence a higher beam energy. The infrastructure is already dimensioned for the beam power of 5 MW
that is required for an ISOL-type second-generation facility like EURISOL.
2
Chapter 2
Choice of parameters and overall design
The SPL design in the rst conceptual design report (CDR1) [3] was mainly driven by the high-power
needs of a CERN-based neutrino factory [4] and the idea to re-use RF equipment [klystrons, waveguides,
and superconducting (SC) cavities] from the decommissioned LEP collider at CERN. In the mean time,
the needs of the neutrino production schemes have changed and EURISOL became an additional poten-
tial high-power user of the SPL. Moreover, the requirements of the CERN proton chain [5, 6] in view
of possible LHC luminosity upgrades are more clear [7, 8] and there has been considerable progress in
the technology of bulk-niobium SC cavities. The high-power needs of EURISOL and possible neutrino
facilities, together with the requirements of LHC upgrade scenarios, led to a revision of the SPL parame-
ters and to a re-design of the linac itself taking into account the latest technical developments in the eld
of high-intensity proton linacs [9].
2.1 Neutrino production
Three different neutrino production methods are considered to be covered by the SPL (see Section 3.1):
a) Superbeam: 4 MW proton beam C accumulator ring C pion production target.
b) Beta-beam:  200 kW of the 4 MW proton beam C ISOL-type target C PS, SPSC decay ring.
c) Neutrino factory: 4 MW proton beam C accumulator and compressor ring C pion production
target C muon cooling and capture channel C muon acceleration C muon decay ring.
While the neutrino factory scenario offers the ultimate potential for neutrino physics, a combina-
tion of the superbeam and beta-beam scenarios in the same energy range appears as a possible viable
alternative. Making use of the CERN infrastructure for the beta-beam scenario, the optimum energy for
a CERN-based superbeam facility was determined to be 3.5 GeV [2].
Recent simulation work for options (a) and (c) seems to indicate that the optimum energy for pion
production targets is somewhere between 5 GeV and 10 GeV [10, 11]. At these energies the simulations
show up to 50% higher transmission through an example muon front-end than for energies around 1
2 GeV. However, for lack of experimental data the computed results in the region of 35 GeV are still
uncertain and will have to be conrmed by experiments. At present 3.5 GeV seems a reasonable com-
promise between the size of the linac and the pion production rate, even if it is likely that the optimum
energy will be slightly higher. Considering the much more compact design of the revised SPL design, it
is possible to increase the energy of the SPL by several GeV if needed (see also Section 6.1).
Another commonality of the superbeam and neutrino factory options is the need for an accumulator
ring (plus compressor ring in the case of a neutrino factory) to achieve the required time structure. The
base line scenario for CDR1 and this second design (CDR2) is the assumption to use the ISR tunnel
for this purpose. In CDR1 the large circumference ( 1 km) of the ISR tunnel was needed to limit the
number of injection turns. Owing to the long beam pulse length (2.2 ms), however, 660 injection turns
were still needed to ll the accumulator/compressor ring at a repetition frequency of 75 Hz. At this high
number of turns the heating of the H  injection foil and possible beam instabilities during the injection
period may develop into intensity limitations for the whole proton driver complex. One goal in the re-
design of the SPL was to remove this potential bottleneck and at the same time to reduce the size of the
accumulator/compressor ring. In the new scheme for ‘neutrino operation’ of the SPL, the beam pulse
length is reduced to 0.57 ms at 3.5 GeV and would require only 176 injection turns into an ISR-sized
ring instead of 660 as assumed in the previous design (see Fig. 2.1). The shorter pulse length opens the
possibility to reduce the size of the accumulator/compressor ring (and by doing so to reduce the cost of
lattice) while still keeping a reduced number of injection turns. A reduction in size of  50% would
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Fig. 2.1: Possible timing scheme for ‘neutrino operation’ assuming an accumulator and compressor ring with a
44 MHz RF system in the ISR tunnel
require  360 injection turns and would result in a ring that could be built either in a new tunnel inside
the ISR or at a different, more convenient location on the CERN site.
2.2 EURISOL operation
Two types of target are foreseen in the reference scenario of the EURISOL design study [12] (see Section
3.2). For the time being, both the high-power (5 MW) and the low-power (100 kW) targets assume a
continuous-wave (CW) proton beam at 1 GeV. The transition to pulsed beams will in both cases reduce
the lifetime of the targets because of the increase of thermal stresses. In the case of the low-power
targets, rst studies [13] indicate that for a pulsed machine the pulse lengths should be of the order of
1 ms and the repetition rate should be 50 Hz (or higher) to minimize the instantaneous thermal load in
the target. So far the various cross-sections for fragmentation and/or spallation in the low-power target
do not indicate a clear advantage or disadvantage of using a 3.5 GeV beam rather than a 1 GeV beam.
High-power target studies [14] for CW beams at different energies show that the spallation efciency
reaches its maximum between 1 GeV and 2 GeV, though there is little difference in neutron ux for
a 1 GeV or 3.5 GeV beam. At higher energies the heat deposition in the target will be more evenly
distributed and there is a signicant reduction in the power deposited in the window. On the other hand,
more primary protons will escape at higher energies if one assumes an equal target length for 1 GeV
and 3.5 GeV beams. The impact of pulsed operation on EURISOL high-power targets has not yet been
studied in detail. However, similar challenges are faced by the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) [15] or
in the studies for the European Spallation Source (ESS) [16]. A possible timing scheme to produce a
5 MW beam for EURISOL is depicted in Fig. 2.2.
In this scenario, the low-energy beam chopper creates a  0:1ms gap in the bunch train to switch
the beam from the high-power to a low-power target. A second possible way to share the beam within
one pulse is to use partial resonant laser stripping to ‘shave off’ a fraction of the beam over the whole
pulse length, which can then be diverted to one (or more) different users. Given that the R&D on laser
stripping is showing success, this method would relax the instantaneous thermal shocks on the low-power
targets and avoid wasting RF power during the 0.1 ms gap in the bunch train.
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Fig. 2.2: Possible timing scheme for EURISOL operation
2.3 Progress in bulk-niobium superconducting cavities since CDR1
In CDR1 [3], the layout of the superconducting section was based on re-using decommissioned ˇ D 1
elliptical cavities which became available at the end of 2000 after the shutdown of LEP. Since the de-
velopment of the LEP cavities, signicant progress has been made in the eld of superconducting RF
[17]. In particular, starting from the success of the procedures introduced for the mass production of LEP
and CEBAF cavities, the TTF/TESLA Collaboration [18, 19] has in the past decade pushed the state-of-
the-art superconducting RF technology of bulk-niobium cavities to new levels in terms of achievable
accelerating gradients [20]. Moreover, the bulk-niobium technology has been successfully applied to the
design of elliptical cavities for high-current proton accelerators for various applications, ranging from
the Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT) at LANL [21] to nuclear waste transmutation in Acceler-
ator Driven Systems (ADS) [22, 23, 24], neutron spallation sources (SNS) [25], and radioactive beam
production (RIA) [26].
To cover the energy range from 120 MeV to 1080 MeV it was foreseen in CDR1 to develop
three new families of medium-ˇ elliptical multi-cell superconducting cavities using the same technology
(niobium sputtered on copper, Nb/Cu) that was used for the LEP cavities. At the time this technology was
preferred to bulk-niobium cavities because it promised higher stiffness for the operation in pulsed mode
and because it was a well-established (and tested) technology at CERN. For the revised design, presented
in this report, two families of 704.4 MHz bulk-niobium elliptical multi-cell cavities are foreseen for the
superconducting portion of the linac. The technology of niobium sputtering on copper substrateswhich
has also evolved considerably since its use in LEP [27]in principle has the perspective of achieving
similar RF performances and cannot be excluded in terms of potential RF performances. However,
the Nb/Cu technology requires more R&D activities focused on its adaptation and optimization to the
reduced-ˇ elliptical resonators, as clearly indicated by the extensive experience gained at CERN on
several prototypes [28]. Moreover, for the medium-ˇ structures the low-pressure operation at 2 K is
likely to be needed both to reach low values for the surface resistance and to ensure a stable environment
for operation. This need softens the perspectives of cost reduction of the Nb/Cu technology, usually
dominated by the simplicity of operation at 4.2 K.
In addition to achieving high gradients it was also demonstrated that cavity vibrations and Lorentz-
force detuning during pulsed operation can be reduced via stiffening and controlled with fast piezo tuners
(e.g. [15, 29, 30]). As discussed in Section 4.3.4.1, the SPL superconducting linac design is based on
achieving Epeak D 50MV/m and Bpeak D 100mT on the cavity surface, values which are consistent
with the performances of bulk-niobium structures reported by several laboratories [20, 31]. In the case
of the SPL, two families (ˇ D 0:65 and ˇ D 1:0) of ve-cell bulk-niobium elliptical cavities have been
chosen to cover the energy range from 180 MeV to 3.5 GeV. Using the above-mentioned peak surface
elds and the ratios of peak eld over accelerating eld, we assume accelerating gradients of 19 MV/m
and 25 MV/m for ˇ D 0:65 and ˇ D 1 cavities.
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2.4 Parameter choices and differences between CDR2 and CDR1
The current planning for the SPL foresees as a rst step the construction of Linac4 [32, 33, 34, 35], which
will replace the present Linac2 at CERN and which is designed to operate at the SPL duty cycle. For
the construction of the SPL, Linac4 will be relocated in the SPL tunnel to serve as normal-conducting
front end. The output beam energy of 160 MeV for Linac4 is chosen to reduce the space-charge forces at
injection into the PSB by 50% compared with Linac2, and should thus allow the beam brightness out of
the PSB to increase by a factor of 2 [36]. Since the foreseen ˇ D 0:65 cavities have only poor acceleration
efciency at 160 MeV, it was decided to increase the normal-conducting section up to 180 MeV before
starting with the superconducting part of the linac. The two families of SC cavities then accelerate the
beam up to its nal energy of 3.5 GeV. Figure 2.3 shows a block diagram of the linac and Table 2.1 lists
the main layout parameters.








































Fig. 2.3: Schematic layout of the linac
Table 2.1: Main layout parameters for all linac sections
Section Energy No. of No. of Peak RF No. of No. of Length
range cavities accel. energy LEP new
[MeV] gaps [MW] klystrons| klystrons} [m]
Source, LEBT 0.095      3
RFQ 0.0953 1 560 1:0 1  6
Chopper line 3 3 3 0:1   3:7
DTL 340 3 85 3:8 5  13:6
CCDTL 4090 24 72 6:4 8  25:5
SCL 90180 24 264 15:1  5 34:9
ˇ D 0:65 180643 42 210 18:5  7 86
ˇ D 1:0 6433560 136 680 116:7  32 256
Total 161:6 14 44 429
| LEP klystrons: 352.2 MHz, 1 MW. } New klystrons: 704.4 MHz, 4–5 MW.
The energy of 3.5 GeV is chosen as a compromise between the needs of a neutrino production
target and the needs of a CERN-based EURISOL proton driver. Because of the higher beam energy
and the higher mean current during the pulse, the pulse length could be reduced from 2.2 ms in CDR1
to 0.57 ms in CDR2 (comparing the ‘neutrino’ operation mode). The shorter pulse length eases the
injection into subsequent rings and also relaxes the requirements on the H  source. The average pulse
current of 40 mA in the ‘neutrino’ operation corresponds to a peak bunch current of 64 mA after the
chopper line and to  80 mA from the source. Beam dynamics studies showed that the space-charge
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levels resulting from these currents are still acceptable for the low-energy part of the linac, yielding only
moderate emittance growth in the area of the chopper line and the subsequent DTL. Since the klystrons
are designed for operation at a 10% duty cycle, a wide range of machine modications becomes possible
without fundamentally changing the linac design: lower peak currents with increased pulse length (in
case the H  source is not able to deliver the required peak design currents), upgrades in beam power by
lengthening the beam pulse, delivering two (or more) beam pulses within the same linac pulse (supply
of different users at 50 Hz repetition rate), etc. It is also conceivable to add a second low-energy section
(source, RFQ, chopper) with a proton source to add more exibility (in terms of pulse length and peak
current) for users which do not need H  injection. With the compact layout of the SC section, energy
upgrades become feasible at moderate cost (see Section 6.1).
Before every beam pulse, the SC cavities have to be ‘lled’ with energy in order to build up the
required accelerating voltage. After the beam pulse when the klystrons are switched off, the stored
energy decays and is reected into the RF loads. During the ‘lling’ and ‘decaying’ process a large
amount of RF power is reected into the RF loads without being used for acceleration. The smaller SC
cavities at 704.4 MHz at a cryogenic temperature of 2 K have reduced considerably the cavity lling (and
decay) time. Using higher currents in the SC cavities increases the cavity beam loading and therefore
reduces the loaded Q and thus lowers even further the lling time constant. In the normal-conducting
section, higher currents increase the RF efciency on account of a higher ratio of beam power over
dissipated power. Taking all of these effects together, the average power consumption of the RF system
for ‘neutrino’ (4 MW) operation could be reduced from 24 MW to 17 MW. At the same time, thanks to
the lower cryogenics duty cycle, the power needed for the cryo-compressors could be reduced by more
than 50%. The disadvantage of using higher currents is that higher RF peak power needs to be installed.
However, considering that a) thanks to the development of fast phase and amplitude shifters (see Section
4.5.2.2), tetrodes are no longer needed for the medium-ˇ SC section, and that b) purpose-built 704 MHz
5 MW pulsed klystrons are foreseen, rather than 352 MHz 1 MW CW klystrons from LEP, the overall
number of RF systems could even be reduced. A full list of the general SPL operational parameters is
given in Table 2.2 together with the major changes with respect to CDR1.
Table 2.2: Main linac parameters and changes from CDR1 to the revised design (CDR2)
CDR1 CDR2 (neutrino) CDR2 (ISOL)
Energy [GeV] 2.2 3.5 3.5
Length [m] 690 430 430
Average beam power [MW] 4 4 5
Average RF power| [MW] 24 17 21
Average cryogenics power [MW] 9.6 3.6 4.4
Repetition rate [Hz] 75 50 50
Beam pulse length [ms] 2.2 0.57 0.71 + 0.014
Average pulse current (after chopping) [mA] 11 40 40
Peak bunch current (after 3 MeV) [mA] 18.4 64 40
Beam duty cycle (after chopping) [%] 16.5 2.9 3.6
Injection turns (into ISR) 660 176 
Peak RF power [MW] 32 162 162
No. of 352.2 MHz tetrodes (0.1 MW) 79 3 3
No. of 352.2 MHz klystrons (1 MW) 44 14 14
No. of 704.4 MHz klystrons (5 MW)  44 44
Cryo-temperature [K] 4.5 2 2
| Without 30% margin for Lorentz detuning.
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The main differences with respect to CDR1 can be summarized as follows:
 energy increase by 60% and reduction in linac length by 45%;
 reduction in pulse length by almost a factor of 4;
 30% lower RF power consumption, > 50% lower cryogenics power consumption;
 higher RF peak power, from 32 MW to 162 MW;
 more exible design in terms of pulse length, beam energy, pulse current;
 more design exibility for accumulator/compressor rings;
 only two families of SC cavities instead of four;
 bulk-niobium SC cavities instead of Nb/Cu;
 higher RF frequency (704.4 MHz) from 90 MeV onwards;
 only one RFQ (95 kV3 MeV, before the chopper line) instead of two RFQs (45 kV3 MeV and
3 MeV7 MeV, before and after the chopper line);
 higher transition energy between the normal and superconducting part of the linac, 180 MeV in-




3.1 A neutrino facility at CERN
Recent ideas and developments in the USA [37], in the UK and in Japan [38] have made obsolete the
initial CERN scenario. All schemes are still based on the use of muons produced by a high-power
proton beam hitting a target, but promising new techniques are nowadays considered for capture and
bunch rotation of the muon beam, as well as for muon acceleration. The analysis of these options is the
subject of the International Scoping Study [39], which should end in 2006 with the selection of preferred
scheme(s) and their comparative assessments.
The main evolution for the proton driver concerns the optimum energy, which is now estimated
to be between 5 GeV and 10 GeV. The results of the HARP experiment [40] which are expected during
the rst half of 2006 will be crucial to rene this estimate. A superconducting proton linac like the SPL
remains an excellent solution for efciently providing a high-power proton beam at such energies. The
specic time structure for the beam hitting the target will have to be obtained by an adequate design of
the necessary ring(s) accumulating the linac burst and compressing the bunches. The details of the linac
pulse sequence will also be tailored to these needs.
3.1.1 Neutrino physics objectives and facility considerations
The International Scoping Study (ISS) [39], currently being carried out by BENE (Beams for European
Neutrino Experiments) [41], denes the physics potential of accelerator-based neutrino facilities as fol-
lows [41, 39]. Neutrino oscillations are now proven to exist and their mixing angles and mass differences
should now be precisely measured. They may also permit the rst observation of the Charge-conjugation
Parity (CP) symmetry in the leptonic sector and provide support to the concept of a CP-violating mech-
anism (leptogenesis) by which the antimatter was removed from the early Universe. Massive neutrinos
may also play an important role in the formation of large-scale structures in the Universe. Precision
measurements of neutrino oscillations are required to develop a complete description of the properties of
the neutrino and to elucidate the mechanisms that give rise to neutrino mixing and neutrino mass.
Two facilities are under consideration.
 A neutrino factory, based on a high-brilliance muon beam aiming high-energy electron neutrinos
(up to 2050 GeV) at magnetic detectors  7007000 km away. This facility is the preferred tool
to perform high-precision unambiguous measurements of oscillation parameters, neutrino mass
hierarchy, CP violation and tests of universality in the neutrino sector.
 A neutrino beta-beam facility [1] in combination with a conventional muon-neutrino beam (su-
perbeam) [2] of the same energy. The beta-decay of specic ions would provide a very clean
beam of electron (anti)neutrinos up to  2GeV. The large detectors that are required may be the
same as those needed for proton decay and astrophysical neutrinos. Together with a superbeam,
beta-beams could provide interesting sensitivity in the search for leptonic CP and T violation.
Both options would extend considerably the knowledge of neutrino masses and mixings and offer
appreciable synergies with other elds within and outside particle physics. Precision measurements
of neutrino mixing angles and mass hierarchy provide a very strong physics case, independent of the
explorations at high-energy colliders.
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3.2 Radioactive nuclear beam facility
Radioactive Ion Beams (RIBs) can be produced either by the ISOL (Isotope Separator On-Line) method
or by the complementary ‘in-ight’ method. The proposed new infrastructure EURISOL [12], the next-
generation ISOL RIB facility in Europe, aims at the provision of high-intensity beams of radioactive
nuclei with variable energy, from a few keV to greater than 100 MeV per nucleon. These beams of exotic
ions will be orders of magnitude more intense than those currently available. EURISOL will provide
a facility for research that addresses the major challenge of the fundamental understanding of nuclear
structure in terms of the underlying many-body interactions between hadrons. Descriptions of nuclei
having more than a few nucleons are semi-phenomenological in origin and cannot be reliably applied
to nuclei far from stability. It is therefore crucial to measure the properties of nuclei at the extremes of
stability such as the evolution of shell structure, T = 0 and T = 1 pairing, and collective phenomena such
as halo effects and pygmy resonances.
3.2.1 EURISOL physics objectives
EURISOL also aims at understanding the Universe through its history of stellar activity and galaxy
formation where nuclear reactions play essential roles. In particular, in the violent maelstrom of explo-
sive processes such as novae, X-ray bursters and supernovae, the heavy elements are made in complex
networks of reactions (r- and rp-processes) on unstable nuclei and beta decays. To understand these
processes quantitatively and identify the astronomical sites where they occur requires a wealth of infor-
mation on unstable nuclei. EURISOL, with its broad range of beams, will allow us to study many of
the key reactions. Further applications of EURISOL to fundamental tests of the Standard Model, to the
application of unique probes for surface science and condensed matter studies, and to other elds can be
found in the report for EURISOL prepared within the RTD contract in the Fifth Framework programme
[42]. EURISOL will have applications that benet society in many different areas and have strong im-
pact on other elds of science, as illustrated in the NuPECC reports of the Working Groups Impact,
Applications and Interactions of Nuclear Science [43].
A capability of EURISOL that has been recently identied is the beta-beam facility, which will
address the main challenges of neutrino physics: the measurement of the mixing angle ‚13 of the Maki
NakagawaSakataPontecorvo matrix (a fundamental parameter of the Standard Model of interactions)
and the search for CP violation in the lepton sector. These measurements, which require intense neutrino
beams of dened avour accompanied by large detectors located at a distance corresponding to the
maximum of the observed oscillations, will provide the key ingredient of leptogenesis scenarios for
explaining the matterantimatter asymmetry in the Universe.
3.2.2 The EURISOL facility
Historically, nuclear science has progressed through the application of numerous complementary inves-
tigative techniques to a broad range of nuclear species. EURISOL will allow European scientists to apply
this heritage to vasthitherto unexploredregions of the nuclear chart made accessible through the de-
velopment and implementation of challenging novel techniques. The EURISOL facility will provide
a uniquely broad range of radioactive ion beams with intensities on average three orders of magnitude
larger than current ISOL installations and with unrivalled exibility in nal energy between a few eV and
100 MeV/nucleon. In this energy domain, unmatched beam quality will be offered so that our knowledge
of nuclei far out towards the drip-lines can approach the precision of that of the stable nuclei. This ad-
vancement of performance compared to present-day ISOL facilities will be accomplished through major
technical breakthroughs concerning several key components.
 Unequalled primary beam power of 5 MW protons of up to a few GeV energy, as well as heavy
ions of A/q = 2 up to 500 A MeV and possibly also ions with A/q = 3 or larger up to 100 A MeV.
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 A choice of newly designed production targets: (a) a direct target accepting up to 100 kW beam
intensity; (b) a multimegawatt target station based on Hg liquid proton-to-neutron converter and
UCx production target; a high-Z solid converter will also be investigated.
 A CW linear post-accelerator for heavy ions delivering a continuous choice of energies up to
100 MeV/nucleon. This will also permit fragmentation of the RIBs to produce even more exotic,
neutron-rich nuclei.
Based on the EURISOL RTD report, one may expect nal intensities of approximately 109 pps of
11Be or 1012 pps of 132Sn after post-acceleration, for example.
3.2.3 The EURISOL design study
The European Union is supporting a design study for EURISOL within the Sixth Framework programme.
The study started on 1 February 2005 and will run until the end of 2008. It will result in a technical
design report for the facility and, in addition, a conceptual design report will be delivered for the beta-
beam facility. In total 21 research institutes and universities are participating in the study, which has a
total budget of C32 million with C9 million coming from the European Union. In addition, 21 institutes
and universities are participating as contributors.
3.2.4 The SPL as EURISOL driver accelerator
For EURISOL it is proposed to operate four target stations in parallel: three low-power (< 200 kW),
direct proton-target stations and one high-power (5 MW) two-stage spallation neutron target station. The
primary proton beam incident on such a facility will be required to meet constraints imposed by the
characterization and operation of these target stations, their lifetime and the sharing of the primary beam
between targets. The SPL provides many features that are compatible with the EURISOL primary proton
beam.
Important considerations when choosing beam parameters are target stability and lifetime. All four
targets would benet from continuous beam operation, with smooth, constant proton-beam currents. In
practice, proton beams are pulsed and deposit energy within the target volume in short bursts leading to
thermal shocks and shock-wave effects which affect the target lifetime. Targets can be heated to mitigate
the damage caused by thermal shocks. A drop in incident beam power can then be compensated for by
an increase in target heating, although this can only be done on timescales much larger than the pulse
length. It is important to design a system where the deposition of energy in the targets is as constant in
time as possible.
Experience of operating targets at ISOLDE under pulsed proton-beam conditions can help to place
limits on the type of pulse that could be acceptable. The following arguments for a 1 ms pulse width
were arrived at independently for the development of EURISOL targets:
 suited for measurements of release properties of targets,
 reduced thermal stress on the 5 MW target,
 equivalent to the amount of energy delivered currently at ISOLDE over 920 ns,
 suited for operation as a 5 kW average beam if necessary, with one pulse every 1 s.
At any given time the high-power target station will be operated continuously in parallel with one
or two of the low-power targets. This is the most likely scenario since the low-power targets need to
be changed every three weeks, so that every week one of the three low-power target stations will be
out of action whilst the used target is removed and a new target is installed. The most convenient way
of switching between the high-power target station and one of the low-power target stations involves
switching within a given pulse. Assuming an SPL pulse of 0.82 ms, the high-power target would receive
a bunch train for 0.71 ms, which would be followed by a gap of 0.1 ms during which the pulse would
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be switched to a low-power target for the remaining 14s. This implies a change in the microstructure
originally planned for SPL, where a pulse consisted of 2  105 bunches organized in 2:5  104 cycles
of eight bunches, with ve lled bunches and three empty bunches. For EURISOL, the modied pulse
structure would consist of  2:5  105 lled bunches sent to the high-power target, followed by 
3:5104 empty bunches during which the beam is switched to the low-power target, and nally 5103
lled bunches sent to the low-power target as depicted in Fig. 2.2.
The operation procedure for targets will include an initial period during which the target is exposed
to short bursts of a fraction of the total proton-beam power for which it is rated (Fig. 3.1). This initial
period is required for target characterization where release and yield measurements for various isotopes
are undertaken and the burst width and time between consecutive bursts would be determined by the
release, effusion, diffusion and half-life of the particular isotope to be analysed. Target characterization
can then be followed by target warming-up with a ramping up of the beam power to its nal nominal value
for operation. Some exibility of the primary proton-beam power will therefore be required. Under the
current scheme, the direct (low-power) target will receive a 14s pulse with an associated instantaneous
power deposition of 143 MW. This could be reduced by introducing partial laser stripping of the long
pulse to feed a fraction of the 0.71s pulse to the direct targets, leading to the same average power but a
factor 50 lower peak power deposition.
P
t
characterisation warming up operation
Fig. 3.1: Operation of a target at EURISOL
Lowering of the beam power can be achieved, for example, by reducing the number of pulses
incident on the target, by decreasing the pulse length, by altering the pulse microstructure, by reducing
the proton energy, or by reducing the beam current. A reduction in the beam current (by a factor 10) is
the most favourable scenario for targets, although this is difcult to achieve in practice. It is more likely
that either the length of the pulse will be adapted or the low-energy beam chopper will be used to reduce
the average current during the pulse.
3.3 LHC upgrade and other CERN applications related to PS injection
3.3.1 PS injection and beam dynamics
Modications limited to the hardware handling the injection process are sufcient for the PS to benet
from the SPL beam. These have been described in a previous report [44] and mostly involve removing
the present 1.4 GeV fast injection system and replacing it with a charge-exchange injection set-up in
straight section 78.
The SPL will supply H  to the PS with a repetition rate of  1 Hz, meaning that only one pulse
in 50 is sent to the PS for the needs of the CERN complex of high-energy accelerators. The duration
of these pulses and their ne time structure are completely dened by the PS needs for each specic
cycle in the PS super-cycle. Most SPL beam pulses therefore remain available for high-power users
like EURISOL or a neutrino facility. As outlined in Chapter 2, the low-energy beam chopper can be
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used to modify the time structure of the linac pulses and it thus becomes possible to supply pulses to
the PS with up to  0:7ms length and average pulse currents of up to 40 mA. Furthermore the chopper
can be used to ‘cut’ a gap into the otherwise continuous bunch train long enough to switch the high-
energy beam to different users (e.g., the existing ISOLDE facility at CERN, compare also the foreseen
EURISOL operation scheme in Fig. 2.2). This means that more than one user can be supplied with a
50 Hz repetition rate and with different beam power levels.
The main limitation of the PS machine for high-intensity, high-density beams comes from space-




where Qx;y is the incoherent (self-eld) detuning in the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) planes, Ip is
the bunch peak current, "x;y are the normalized emittances, the ratio Ip="x;y is the beam brightness,
and ˇ and  are the usual relativistic factors. As an injector for the PS machine, replacing the present
Linac2 and PS Booster, the SPL increases the minimum energy in the PS from 1.4 GeV to 3.5 GeV,
which reduces the space-charge detuning Qx;y by a factor of 3.8 (instead of 1.9 for CDR1 [3]). The
beam brightness Ip="x;y can then be quadrupled while keeping the same Qx;y . This means that the
space-charge detuning at injection is no longer a limitation for the acceleration of high-intensity, high-
brightness beams in the PS.
H  injection allows control (by painting) of the particle density in the transverse phase planes. The
fast chopper at the SPL front end gives the possibility to optimize the population of the longitudinal phase
plane, and in particular to use the harmonic number and the number of bunches that are best matched for
each specic PS beam user.
3.3.2 Performance improvement for the LHC
A higher space-charge tune shift than in the nominal scheme using the PSB [46] can be tolerated because
the beam stays a much shorter time at the injection energy (the ‘ultimate’ intensity is accumulated in
 30 turns or 60 ms instead of 1.2 s when using the PSB). Combined with the gain resulting from the
higher injection energy (see Section 3.3.1), we extrapolate from a previous study [45] that the ultimate
intensity for the LHC can probably be achieved with a transverse emittance smaller than 1 mm mrad
(rather than the present 3 mm mrad). The brilliance, at the PS exit, will then be up to four times
higher than nominally specied [46], which makes it compatible with all foreseen scenarios of LHC
luminosity upgrade, although other limitations in the PS are likely to become dominant (collective effects
like instabilities, to be addressed with aggressive damping systems). The main beam parameters at the
injection energy in the PS are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Tentative parameter list of LHC ‘ultimate beam’ at low energy in the PS machine at W D 3:5GeV,
VRF D 50 kV, h D 21 (only 18 buckets filled), Nt D .h   3/Nb D 1:5  1013 protons per pulse,
assuming 8% transmission to the LHC
Nb [1011] "l [eV s] b [ns] "x [ mm mrad] "y [ mm mrad] Qx Qy
8.5 0.6 60 1 1 0.12 0.2
The fast PS lling process also has the advantage of reducing the PS cycle length from 3.6 s to




3.3.3 Performance improvement for SPS fixed-target physics
With the same arguments as for the LHC beam (see previous section), we estimate that the transverse
emittances of a PS beam of, for example, 4  1013 protons will be 4 mm mrad in the horizontal and
6 mm mrad in the vertical plane (at present 17 mm mrad and 7 mm mrad, respectively) while keep-
ing the tune shifts around 0.1. This will eliminate one of the major limitations for achieving a higher
intensity (e.g., for the CNGS beam) in the SPS machine which comes from the limited SPS transverse
acceptances at injection energy. The estimated parameters for this beam at injection energy in the PS are
given in Table 3.2.
Studies aimed at a new type of ‘continuous-transfer’ extraction to reduce the high losses currently
related to this operation have been fully demonstrated and are now giving the possibility to increase beam
intensity without irradiating the accelerators equipment more. The complete operational implementation
is expected to take place before 2009.
Table 3.2: Tentative parameter list of a high-intensity SPL beam at low energy in the PS machine at W D 3:5GeV,
VRF D 50 kV, h D 16, Nt D hNb D 4  1013 protons per pulse
Nb [1012] "l [eV s] b [ns] "x [ mm mrad] "y [ mm mrad] Qx Qy
2.5 0.8 75 4 6 0.11 0.11
3.3.4 Performance improvement for the high-intensity beams used by nToF and AD
Keeping acceptable tune shifts (0.24 in both planes), the nToF bunch intensity can be increased to 1013
protons per pulse (ppp) (0:71013 at present) by adjusting the horizontal and vertical emittances to 6m
and 8m, respectively. Note that for this beam the longitudinal emittance should not be made smaller
than 2.8 eV s to avoid beam break-up instabilities at transition and not higher than 3 eV s to maintain a
short bunch at extraction. The intensity of the antiproton beam could also be increased to 2  1013 ppp
(at present: 1:5  1013).
3.3.5 Other advantages and potential improvements
The high proton ux and the fast cycling rate of the SPL decouples the PS and the ISOLDE operations.
The PS does not compete with ISOLDE for particles from the injectors, in contrast to the present situation
with the PSB.
Using the SPL as the injector, the PS is no longer linked to the present linac and PSB repetition
rate (i.e., multiples of 1.2 s), and in principle magnetic cycles of ‘any length’ can be envisaged. This
should bring some gain in the duty factor of the PS by reducing the dead time between cycles. How-
ever, a signicant improvement can only be achieved if the dB=dt in the bending magnets is noticeably
increased, which implies major hardware changes.
The most interesting solution to get the full benet of the SPL for high-energy physics is to equip
the PS with a new synchrotron, optimized for injection at 3.5 GeV and accelerating up to 50 GeV. Such
a new accelerator is currently under study [47]. It would solve the problem of ageing PS components





4.1 Main design choices
The choice of technologies is closely related to the parameter choices in Chapter 2, the technological
feasibility of accelerating structures, as outlined in the following sections, and the possibility to re-use
equipment from CERN (e.g., LEP RF) or other sources (e.g., IPHI RFQ). While the technology of the
superconducting section completely changed from CDR1 to CDR2, the main technological choices for
the normal-conducting section (up to 90 MeV) remain valid.
Any modern high-intensity linac injecting into a circular machine relies on H  charge-exchange
injection and implies the use of an H  source. Moreover, a low-energy beam chopper is required to
reduce capture losses during the ring injection. For the H  source development at CERN, it was decided
to further develop the existing DESY RF volume source (Section 4.2.1), improving its performance to
reach the SPL specications. After a magnetic LEBT (two solenoids), an RFQ accelerates the beam
from 95 keV to 3 MeV. It is foreseen to re-use the RFQ of the French IPHI Collaboration (Section 4.2.2).
Originally foreseen for CW operation, this device is under construction and will be tested rst in France
and then at CERN in the 3 MeV test stand [48] which is currently being prepared. Following the RFQ
a beam chopper allows gaps to be created in the bunch train corresponding to the transitions between
RF buckets of a subsequent circular machine, reducing the injection losses to tolerable levels. In order
to avoid partially lled bunches which can yield losses in the linac itself, the rise-time for the deecting
eld has to be less than 2 ns. Furthermore the chopper can also provide gaps for the ring ejection kicker,
and/or gaps which allow fractions of the full energy beam to be deected to different users (see the
proposed EURISOL operation scheme in Section 2.2). A performance test of H  source, LEBT, IPHI
RFQ, and chopper is foreseen partly within the European HIPPI Collaboration [50, 49] and then in a
dedicated 3 MeV test stand at CERN [48].
The RF frequency of 352.2 MHz for the normal-conducting part of the linac is determined by the
existing LEP klystrons. From 90 MeV onwards, 704.4 MHz klystrons are foreseen to power the normal-
conducting Side Coupled Linac (SCL) up to 180 MeV. From there, 704.4 MHz superconducting elliptical
multi-cell cavities raise the beam energy up to its nal value of 3.5 GeV. The higher frequency reduces
the size (and cost) of the structures. It allows higher RF gradients to be used in the SCL and it is well
suited for bulk-niobium cavities in the superconducting part.
After the chopper line, a classic Alvarez Drift Tube Linac (DTL) is used to accelerate the beam
to an energy of 40 MeV. Because of the demands of high current and low losses, short focusing periods
are imperative in this energy range. Having its maximum shunt impedance at around 20 MeV, a DTL is
considered the most suitable structure for this section (see also Section 4.3.1). From 40 MeV onwards,
longer focusing periods can be accepted and one can separate the quadrupoles from the RF structure. This
measure slightly raises the ‘real estate’ shunt impedance and, more importantly, simplies considerably
the construction and alignment of the structures. Therefore a Cell-Coupled DTL (CCDTL) was chosen
to cover the energy range from 40 MeV to 90 MeV (Section 4.3.2). At higher energies, drift tubes
in DTL-type structures become very long and it becomes more efcient to use RF structures with a
gap distance of ˇ=2 rather than ˇ as used in DTL-type structures. Switching at the same time to a
higher frequency, the structures become small enough, so that they can be machined out of solid copper
at a reasonable price. For the SPL baseline design an SCL was chosen to accelerate the beam up to
180 MeV. However, as the construction is still relatively expensive and since the shunt impedance that
can be reached is still relatively low (see Section 4.3.3), it is of interest to consider a superconducting
alternative for future revisions of the design. Above 180 MeV the technology of superconducting bulk-
niobium elliptical multi-cell cavities is well established (see Sections 2.3, 4.3.4.1), and considered to be
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the most economical approach to reach high-intensity, high-energy beams. For the SPL it is foreseen to
use two families of ve-cell elliptical cavities (ˇ D 0:65, and ˇ D 1) to cover the energy range from
180 MeV to 3.5 GeV. This approach will reduce the amount of R&D as well as the production costs for
these structures.
Transfer lines transport the beam from the linac to the various users (i.e., the PS machine, an
accumulator/compressor ring, ISOLDE/EURISOL). At 3.5 GeV a minimum bending radius of  200m
has to be observed for these lines to keep H  stripping at an acceptable level (see Section 6.1). An
additional design constraint may be considered for the operation as a EURISOL driver: depending on
future target studies it may be desirable to extract a fraction of the beam at lower energy. In this case one
can use fast kickers at the energy level in question and divert part of the beam to a transport line running
in parallel to the main linac. This option has not been studied in full detail but is considered to pose no
signicant technical challenge.
4.2 Front end
4.2.1 H  source and low-energy beam transport (LEBT)
Today there are two major types of H  source: surface and volume sources. A review of their technical
principles, advantages and disadvantages is given in Ref. [51]. Not all of these ion sources are well
suited for accelerator operation where intensity, short- and long-term stability, reliability, and easy main-
tenance are of major importance. Reference [52] gives an overview of operational sources and source
developments for high-intensity accelerators.
The technology of existing sources raises a number of questions. In many cases caesium is used to
produce high H  currents, but caesium pollution of the beam can give rise to voltage holding problems in
the following accelerator structures. And the caesium injection lines can be clogged by caesium hydride,
leading to lifetime limitations. The source emittance is dened mainly by the source structure and the
principle of the H  creation and can only be inuenced to a small extent. For a fully optimized source
there is a lower limit of the emittance that can only be overcome by cutting the beam intensity at the
same time. The lifetime of laments, cathodes or antennas inside the plasma chamber is a limiting factor
for the reliability.
The requirements of 80/40 mA H  current, 0.57/0.8 ms beam pulse, 50 Hz repetition rate, and
0.25  mm mrad normalized r.m.s. emittance for neutrino/EURISOL operation cannot be met by one of
the existing operational sources. For the H  source development at CERN, it was to decided to start with
an existing successful source design like the DESY RF volume source (Fig. 4.1) [53, 54] and then try to
improve the design up to the SPL specications.
The DESY source routinely delivers 40 mA of H  at an extraction voltage of 35 kV. The present
pulse length is 0.1 ms, the repetition rate 5 Hz and the emittance 0.18/0.16  mm mrad (r.m.s. normal-
ized). The source runs without caesium and has a lifetime of up to 25 000 hours. Currents of 54 mA
have already been extracted in experimental set-ups [53]. At the moment the pulse length is limited by
the available RF generator. Further tests will show if there is a physical limit to get longer pulses. A
collaboration with DESY has to be set up to exchange information and knowledge about the source.
Development work of other groups with similar source types (e.g., at SNS) will also supply a valuable
input. To meet the SPL duty cycle specications a major re-design will be necessary (e.g., for the source
cooling).
Since the extraction voltage of the DESY source is lower than the 95 kV necessary for the injection
into the IPHI RFQ, there are two possible ways to adapt the source. The rst would be a re-design of the
extraction system for 95 kV and the second, and so far more favourable one, is post-acceleration from
35 kV to 95 kV.
The source and the LEBT have to be considered together from the early design stage. Two-
solenoid LEBT designs as for the CERN RFQ2 injector [55] are well proven and allow a precise matching
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Fig. 4.1: The DESY volume H  source [54]
Fig. 4.2: LEBT scheme [56] (FC – Faraday cup, BT – beam transformer)
to the RFQ, leaving enough space in the line for beam diagnostics and other equipment. A pre-chopper
for shaping the pulse at low energy may also be necessary.
A possible design for the Linac4 LEBT based on available equipment (two solenoids and their
power supplies) is shown in Fig. 4.2 [56]. The LEBT for the SPL will need new DC magnets and the
design has to be based on the nal SPL H  source and experience with the Linac4 LEBT. With a pressure
in the range of 10 5 mbar, space-charge compensation in excess of 90% should be achieved, leading to a
transverse emittance growth of only 2%. However, at this pressure, stripping losses of  8% have to be




4.2.2 Radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ)
After the ion source and the LEBT, an RFQ will perform the beam capture and bunching and will ac-
celerate the beam from 95 keV to an energy of 3 MeV which is considered as the optimum for beam
chopping. The IPHI (Injecteur de Protons de Haute IntensitØ) RFQ that is foreseen for operation in
Linac4 and the SPL is the result of a CEA and IN2P3 joint effort to develop a CW injector [57] for high-
intensity applications. A collaboration agreement has been signed with CERN, specifying that the RFQ
will be transferred to CERN after high-intensity tests with a proton source at CEA Saclay. The RFQ,
which operates at 352.2 MHz, is 6 m long and consists of three segments that are resonantly coupled by
means of two coupling cells. Each segment is built with two modules of 1 m length that are mechanically
coupled to each other (Fig. 4.3). The end of the third segment, the RFQ output, houses a fringe eld cell.
Fig. 4.3: One of six modules of the IPHI RFQ
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Fig. 4.4: (a) Vane voltage, acceleration efficiency, and focusing factor; (b) aperture, modulation, and synchronous
phase
The evolution of the main parameters all along the RFQ is shown in Figs. 4.4 (a) and 4.4 (b). The
vane voltage varies between 87 kV and 122 kV in order to keep the surface eld at a constant value of
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31 MV/m (1.7 kilpatrick) all along the structure. The RFQ has been designed for 100 mA beam current
and, in order to assure the best beam transmission, the ‘gentle bunching’ section extends over most of the
accelerator length. For the SPL current requirements of  70 mA, 99.5% of the beam is transmitted (see
Fig. 4.5). The overall power dissipation within the pulse is depicted in Fig. 4.6, assuming a maximum
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0.1 kW 4.1 kW 16.1 kW 41.9 kW 72.7 kW
190.5 kW 262.4 kW 430.4 kW
  Maximum power density :
Min = 9.1 W/cm²
Max = 14.9 W/cm²
0.868 MW +20% Cu : 1.001 MW
99.0 kW 87.4 kW 95.5 kW 108.8 kW 136.8 kW
Total power
Cavity power
Beam power (70 mA)
Fig. 4.6: Power consumption as a function of the RFQ length. The power dissipated in copper (based on SUPER-
FISH simulation) and the beam power are detailed at the level of the module.
In order to minimize the impact on the beam dynamics, the presence of multi-polar components in
the focusing eld has been studied with PARMTEQM. The ratio between the dipole component of the
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eld, responsible for the beam defocusing, and the main quadrupole mode in the RFQ cavity has been
kept below 4.5%. The length of the RFQ requires that the resonator be split into three resonantly coupled
segments. The two coupling cells, placed every two metres, are critical for the beam dynamics, since in
this area the electric eld is 510% lower with respect to the adjacent vanes. The small emittance growth,
which can be observed in the RFQ, is located around these coupling cells. Nonetheless, the perturbation
of the beam remains localized and the multiparticle simulations performed with LIDOS.RFQ [58] do not
show any relevant deterioration of the beam characteristics at the RFQ output. A summary of the main
RFQ parameters can be found in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Main RFQ characteristics
Frequency 352.2 MHz
Total length 5.954 m
Electrical length 7 
Number of resonating segments 3
Number of coupling cells 2
Number of cells 560
Aperture radius 3.7214.129 mm
Modulation 1.001.6923 m
r0 3.695.139 mm
Vane voltage 87.32121.61 kV
Peak electric eld 1.7 kilpatrick
Power in copper (SUPERFISH + 20%) 808 kW
Beam power 210 kW
Total power 1018 kW
4.2.3 Low-energy beam chopping
The beam chopper has to establish the required micro-pulse structure by deecting part of the RFQ
output beam onto a dedicated beam dump. The structure is located between the RFQ and DTL, both
operating at 352.2 MHz, and the transfer energy of 3 MeV has been chosen as a compromise between the
demands of beam dynamics and the chopper amplier. While lower beam energies reduce the voltage
requirements for the chopper amplier, they increase the space-charge forces and generally yield more
emittance growth. The bunches are spaced by 2.84 ns and come in 0.57 ms pulses repeated at 50 Hz,
which means that in order to avoid partially chopped bunches the chopper rise-time has to be of the order
of 2 ns (assuming a maximum bunch phase length of ˙45ı at 352.2 MHz). The deector itself consists
of two 50 transmission lines facing each other, which are driven by two pulse ampliers with opposite
polarity signals (500 V).
The most challenging mode of operation is foreseen when the SPL injects into an accumulator
and compressor ring. To avoid losses at injection and assuming a 44 MHz RF frequency in the ring, the
chopper has to remove three out of eight bunches, while for Linac4 the chopper has to provide repetition
rates of  1 MHz. For operation in EURISOL mode a section of  0:1ms has to be removed from each
linac pulse. In all modes of operation the chopper can also be used to remove the rst 2030s of the
pulse, which are generally not very stable during the start-up of the source.
A 3D technical drawing of the chopper line is shown in Fig. 4.7. The elements of the complete
line are (from left to right, downstream) matching section (four quadrupoles plus buncher cavity), beam
chopper (two quadrupoles with chopper plates inside), buncher cavity plus quadrupole plus dump (for
the chopped beam), matching section (four quadrupoles plus buncher cavity).
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Fig. 4.7: 3D image of the chopper line with support structure
The beam dynamics of the entire CERN chopper line is designed to minimize the plate voltage by
increasing the deection via beam optics (see Section 4.4.4, Fig. 4.29). On the other hand, there is an
effort to keep the actual chopper structure as short as possible in order to minimize emittance blow-up
during long drifts. At present a 3 MeV test stand is under construction at CERN [48], comprising an
H  source, the IPHI RFQ (see previous section), and the complete chopper line equipped with newly
developed diagnostics to test the proposed chopping schemes (see Section 4.5.3). A list of the elements
is given in Table 4.2 and the performance requirements are listed in Table 4.3.
Chopper structure
Short rise-times in the nanosecond range can be obtained by using travelling-wave stripline structures,
where the striplines are meander-folded in order to match the speed of the travelling wave to the beam
velocity (see Fig. 4.8).
In the present design, a section of 1.2 m is foreseen to accommodate two chopper units of 0.5 m,
each housing two deecting plates of 0.4 m length. To minimize the total length of the chopper line,
the chopper units are designed to t into the bore of existing quadrupoles (see Fig. 4.9). The deecting
plates are driven simultaneously in opposite polarity and water cooling is employed to handle heating
from beam losses as well as from the deecting signal. Since the striplines do not completely cover
the deector plates, one has to apply an ‘effective surface coverage factor’ for the electric eld seen
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Table 4.2: Elements in the chopper line
Element Number Length [mm] Value Comment
Long quadrupole I 2 255 G D 0:81:2T/m With chopper plates inside
Long quadrupole II 1 450 G D 1:4T/m
Short quadrupole I 4 56 G D 1528 T/m
Short quadrupole II 4 100 G D 1115 T/m
Chopper plates 2 400 Distance: 20 mm
Dump 1 200 Conical hypervapotron
Buncher cavities 3 200 V D 100=140 kV P D 17:7=16:3 kW (measured values)
Table 4.3: Beam chopper main parameters
Beam energy 3 MeV
Overall length 3.7 m
Number of chopper structures (inside quads) 2
Number of quadrupoles 11
Chopper plate length 400 C 400 mm
Chopper plate distance 20 mm
Separation chopped/ unchopped beam 15 mm
Chopper structure rise-and fall-time (1090%) < 2 ns
Chopper voltage pulse (per plate) 500 V
Effective chopper voltage pulse 400 V
Remaining voltage for unchopped beam < 2%
Max. chopper frequency 44 MHz
Min. pulse length 8 ns
Max. chopping factor (duty cycle) 40%
Repetition rate 150 Hz
Chopper deection angle 5.3 mrad
by the beam. In our case this factor amounts to  80%, which means that for a deection voltage of
˙500 V (i.e., 1 kV in total, or 800 V effective voltage) at a beam energy of 3 MeV one can achieve a total
deection angle of 5.3 mrad for both units.
As shown in Fig. 4.8, the travelling-wave structure consists of a double-meander stripline matched
to a beam velocity of ˇ D 0:08. The structure is printed on an alumina substrate with 3 mm thickness.
The SPL design is related to the SNS chopper structure, which is also a printed meander structure [59] but
which uses notched microstriplines with separating ridges in between. While the SNS structure is printed
onto glass microbre PTFE composite material, CERN uses an alumina substrate which is considered to
be more stable against ionizing radiation and which has lower vacuum outgassing rates as well as higher
heat-transfer coefcients.
Two plates have already been constructed [60] using a MoMn base layer (red at 1500ıC in
an H2/N2 atmosphere) and several layers of other metals added. Their nal shape is determined by a
chemical etching process. Results of extensive numerical simulations as well as measurements on the
rise- and fall-times and the deecting efciency have been presented in Ref. [61].
As an alternative to the MoMn process with chemical etching (done at CERN), a different tech-
nique is being proposed by industry. The actual base layer is a silk-screen-printed silver alloy, normally
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Fig. 4.8: The alumina ceramic plates with printed meander structure (MoMn + 30m Ag); mounting holes for
screws are at the sides [60]
Fig. 4.9: Complete chopper with vacuum tank mounted in a quadrupole on a beam line support [61]
used for brazing ceramicmetal interfaces. This layer (a few microns thick) is red at high temperature
under vacuum and has an adhesion strength 100 N/mm2, which is nearly as good as MoMn. Sub-
sequently, the conductor (copper) thickness is increased up to 30 m by electrochemical deposition,
followed by a ash of gold to avoid surface degradation due to contact with air.
A 3D view of the complete chopper with vacuum tank, water cooling system and feedthroughs is




The electric eld between the two plates must be established or removed within the time separating two
bunches (2 ns). The most limiting constraint of the foreseen beam patterns is the one that requires the
removal of three out of eight bunches. In this case we need an 8.5 ns pulse repeated at 44 MHz. To avoid
the displacement of the baseline (0 V for the unchopped beam) across the output pulse mean value, the
low-frequency cut-off must practically be DC, which is difcult to achieve with available technology.
To relax the low-frequency response and make use of a band-pass amplier, the bunch removal scheme
shown in Fig. 4.10 will be used, where three out of eight bunches can be dumped using the superposition
















Fig. 4.10: Alternate polarity extraction scheme for the chopper pulse amplifier
The removal of a long sequence of bunches is possible by simply increasing the duty cycle for each
amplier to 50% and switching from one polarity to the other. The exact number of extracted bunches
will then be obtained by adjusting the rst and/or last cycle pulse length and/or with a slight change
of the square wave frequency. In the above-mentioned conditions, to limit the baseline displacement
to 2%, the low-frequency cut-off must be set around 140 kHz while the required 2 ns rise-time imposes
a high-frequency response extending to above 175 MHz. To achieve such a wide band response and
to manipulate the high required power (5 kW), the pulse amplier will be based on an ultra-broadband
hybrid coupler [62] with a theoretically innitely high-frequency response independent of the electrical
length of the transmission line composing it. Because of the freedom in choosing the line length, the
circuit allows the use of any amount of ferrite to shift the low-frequency cut-off to the desired point. Like
all hybrid couplers it can be used in sum and difference modes. The latter mode will be used to sum the
signal of two identical ampliers, obtain the polarity inversion required by the scheme, and thus achieve
DC cancellation. Using the same basic conguration, a two-way hybrid and a four-way hybrid have been
designed for signal combination. In both cases the 3 dB response goes from below 20 kHz to above
500 MHz. The basic amplier unit shown in Fig. 4.11 is also built around the hybrid coupler but used in
sum mode. To limit the number of cascaded stages and to achieve the required bandwidth, MOSFETS
with Vds D 150V and low capacitances (Ciss  50 pF, Crss  2 pF, Coss  20 pF) have been selected.
The drain circuit high-frequency cut-off is above 300 MHz and the transient time about 1.7 ns.
With a DC supply of 100 V the nominal output pulse amplitude of the unit is150 V on 25 (Fig. 4.12).
The gates are driven by commercial drivers requiring TTL levels at the input. To maintain the wide
band response of the circuit the DC supply is fed to the MOSFET drains via the hybrid itself from a zero
RF point. In this design the ferrite used to increase the transmission line common mode impedance at low
frequency is biased by the supply current. This means that on account of the range of operating currents


















 Fig. 4.11: Basic chopper pulse-amplifier unit (simplified schematic)
Pos Wid 8.343 ns
Rise  1.7 ns
Fall  1.673 ns
Period  41.81 ns
01 Aug 05 15:37:261341 Acqs
Fig. 4.12: Basic chopper pulse-amplifier unit output signal (50 V/div)
maximum cut-off frequency of 140 kHz. Two such units are combined with a two-way hybrid into a
50, 300 V module. Sixteen modules are then used to achieve the specied ˙500 V (Fig. 4.13) [63].
4.3 Accelerating structures
4.3.1 Drift tube linac (DTL), 3–40 MeV
Following the chopper line at 3 MeV, three Alvarez DTL tanks at 352.2 MHz accelerate the beam up
to an energy of 40 MeV. The rst tank is powered by one klystron, whereas tanks 2 and 3 each use
two klystrons (with one power coupler per klystron) in order to minimize the number of transitions
between structures. Beam dynamics simulations with different beam currents show that the chopper
line provides enough exibility to match different currents into a DTL with xed magnetic gradients.
Therefore permanent magnetic quadrupoles (PMQs) were chosen to provide the transverse focusing
because they reduce the cost of the focusing system, simplify the assembly of the drift tubes, and raise
the shunt impedance by enabling smaller drift tube diameters. A relatively high accelerating gradient
has been adopted (3.3 MV/m in the rst tank and 3.5 MV/m in tanks 2 and 3) in order to reduce the





























































 Fig. 4.13: Combining scheme for four 500 V chopper pulse-amplifier units
To further reduce the length of the DTL and to ease the RF tuning, the eld ramp of the original tank 1
design in CDR1 [3], [64] has been eliminated without affecting the beam dynamics. In order to avoid
too strong focusing at the beginning of tank 1, the initial synchronous phase was raised from  44ı to
 30ı and the transit time factor was reduced by shortening the gaps. Towards the end of tank 1 the
synchronous phase reaches its maximum value of  20ı, which is then kept constant for tanks 2 and
3 as well as for the remaining normal-conducting linac. The value of  20ı is a compromise between
beam stability and acceleration efciency. The impact on beam stability of choosing  20ı rather than
the more standard  25ı has been studied with respect to the development of phase and energy jitter [65]
and with respect to r.m.s. emittance growth versus different longitudinal input emittances. In both cases
no deterioration of the beam quality could be observed [32]. The missing longitudinal focusing between
the tanks is compensated for by lowering the synchronous phase in the rst and last accelerating gaps in
the tanks. Post couplers are used to stabilize the eld and a combination of xed and movable plungers
is used to adjust the frequency of the tanks. The main DTL parameters are summarized in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: DTL main parameters
tank 1 tank 2 tank 3
Output energy [MeV] 9.8 25.1 40
RF frequency [MHz] 352.2 352.2 352.2
Gradient E0 [MV/m] 3.3 3.5 3.5
Synchronous phase [deg]  30!  20  20  20
Lattice FOFODODO or FODO
Max. surface eld [kilpatrick] 1.6  1.7 1.4  1.6 1.4  1.6
Aperture radius [mm] 10 10 10
Tank diameter [m] 0.52 0.52 0.52
Drift tube diameter [mm] 90 90 90
Length [m] 2.63 5.20 5.02
Peak RF power [kW] 700 1570 1550
Max. design duty cycle [%] 14 14 14
Klystrons 1 2 2
Quadrupole length [mm] 45 80 80
No. of gaps 28 33 24
No. of post couplers 9 16 23
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A high-power prototype of tank 1, which could eventually be upgraded to be used in the nal
installation, is being built in Russia under a collaboration funded by the International Science and Tech-
nology Center (ISTC). The collaborating institutes are ITEP, Moscow (RF design and PMQ technology)
and VNIIEF Sarov (mechanical design and construction). Although the basic design parameters were
decided by CERN, the collaborating institutes elaborated the detailed mechanical design and dened
technological solutions suited for their production facilities.
The drift tubes are mounted on a girder which is decoupled from the tank and are independently
supported (Figs. 4.14, 4.15). The drift tubes are connected to the girder by bellows, which allow their
precise alignment. This solution, already adopted for the old Linac2 at CERN, complicates the mechanics
























Fig. 4.14: Cross-section of DTL tank manufactured by VNIIEF, Sarov
Between the tanks are transition elements which are under vacuum and which allow space for
diagnostics.
An elaborate adjustment unit (Fig. 4.16), developed by VNIIEF, allows the precise alignment of
the drift tubes with respect to the girder. After the alignment the drift tube is xed in position with a solid
lling and the adjustment unit can be used for the subsequent drift tube. Should a re-alignment become
necessary, the lling can be mechanically removed and replaced by a new one.
4.3.2 Cell-coupled drift tube linac (CCDTL), 40–90 MeV
A layout based on short 352 MHz DTL-like tanks containing two drift tubes (three accelerating gaps) has
been selected for the energy range between 40 MeV and 90 MeV. The frequency of this section is kept at
352 MHz in order to use the LEP klystrons and to make possible a simple mechanical construction of the
small tanks based on the same technology as the DTL. The tanks are made of copper-plated, stainless-
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area of bearing area of bearing area of bearinglocations of post−coupler
Fig. 4.15: Side view of DTL tank manufactured by VNIIEF, Sarov
Fig. 4.16: Adjustment unit for the alignment of the drift tubes (left: drawing, right: photo)
steel elements connected by spring-loaded RF and vacuum joints. In order to avoid a complex power
distribution system from the 1 MW klystron to the tanks and to allow simple setting of tank phase and
amplitude, the DTL tanks are resonantly coupled by off-axis coupling cavities, leaving sufcient space
for quadrupoles between the tanks. The resulting structure, shown in Fig. 4.17 and called Cell-Coupled
Drift Tube Linac (CCDTL), is essentially a low-frequency symmetric version of a structure developed at
LANL for the APT project [66]. For the chosen inter-tank distance, the resulting focusing period is 7ˇ,
short enough to provide acceptable phase advance per period at the starting energy of 40 MeV. A string
of three tanks forms one RF module, which is fed by a 1 MW klystron. The resulting module is a chain
of ve coupled resonators (three tanks and two coupling cells) operating in  /2 mode. Under normal
operating conditions there is no eld in the coupling cells. RF power is fed into the central DTL tank by
means of an iris coupling to the side of a waveguide short-circuited at /4 from the iris.
The overall layout of the CCDTL is shown in Table 4.5, and Table 4.6 summarizes the main pa-
rameters of the CCDTL section. The gradient in each of the eight modules is adjusted in order to divide
the RF power evenly between the klystrons, at a power per klystron of 800 kW. As a consequence, the
accelerating gradient decreases from 3.9 MV/m to 2.8 MV/m, and the peak surface eld decreases corre-
spondingly from 1.6 to 1.3 times the Kilpatrick limit. Figure 4.18 shows the computed shunt impedance
of the CCDTL section, compared to that of the DTL and SCL. The transition to the CCDTL allows a
partial compensation of the characteristic decrease in shunt impedance of DTL structures.
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Table 4.5: CCDTL layout (three gaps per tank, three
tanks per module)
Module E0 Pklystron Energy
[MV/m] [kW] [MeV]
1 3.89 800 46.4
2 3.61 800 52.8
3 3.37 800 59.2
4 3.19 800 65.7
5 3.05 800 72.2
6 2.95 800 78.7
7 2.87 800 85.2
8 2.81 800 91.7
Table 4.6: CCDTL main parameters
Input energy 40 MeV
Output energy 91.7 MeV
RF frequency 352.2 MHz
Gradient E0 2.83.9 MV/m
Synchronous phase  20 deg
Number of tanks 24
Lattice FODO
Max. surface eld 1.41.7 kilpatrick
Aperture radius 14 mm
Length 25.2 m
Peak RF power 6.4 MW
Max. design duty cycle 14%
Klystrons 8






Fig. 4.17: Outline of the CERN cell-coupled DTL, showing electric field lines in one three-cavity module

















Fig. 4.18: Computed shunt impedance (linac definition) of DTL, CCDTL, and SCL
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The development of this particular CCDTL structure took place at CERN during the last four years
[35, 67]. After detailed beam dynamics and 3D RF simulations, a high-power prototype made of two
half-tanks and one coupling cell was designed and built (Fig. 4.19). It has validated the construction
technology, the resonant coupling principle, and the RF coupler design. High-power RF tests foreseen
in the SM18 test stand will allow testing of the cooling circuits and will dene the RF conditioning
procedure. In the frame of an ISTC-funded collaboration, BINP, Novosibirsk and VNIIEF, Snezinsk are
currently constructing a complete CCDTL prototype module, whose design is shown in Fig. 4.20.
Fig. 4.19: The CERN CCDTL prototype including power coupler at the bottom during low-level RF tests
Fig. 4.20: The CCDTL full-module prototype under construction in Russia
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4.3.3 Side-coupled linac (SCL), 90–180 MeV
From an energy of100 MeV onward, the shunt impedance of DTL-like structures decreases drastically.
To maintain a reasonable RF power efciency, it is convenient to replace the DTL with a -mode struc-
ture (i.e., with 180ı phase difference between the elds in two subsequent gaps) at a higher harmonic
of the basic frequency. For the SPL a standard Side-Coupled Linac (SCL) has been chosen at twice the
basic frequency (704 MHz) starting from a transition energy of 90 MeV [68]. This particular type of
-mode structure, developed at LANL in the 1960s, has been used for many linac projects worldwide.
A prototype SCL at higher frequency has already been built at CERN and tested with beam in the frame
of the TERA project.
The SCL is made of sequences of accelerating cells, coupled via slots to coupling cells placed
alternately on both sides of the accelerating cells. Eleven cells are grouped in tanks, spaced by focusing
quadrupoles (Fig. 4.21). Multiple tanks can be fed by a single klystron, and are coupled together by
bridge couplers, additional short chains of cells joining tanks across the quadrupoles. The coupling
cells are needed to resonantly couple the single accelerating cells, transforming the operating mode into
the stable  /2 mode, which ensures a uniform longitudinal eld distribution even in the presence of





Fig. 4.21: Side-coupled linac (SCL) structure for Linac4/SPL
The increase in frequency with respect to the previous sections provides higher shunt impedance,
and allows the dimensions of the structure to be reduced. However, the larger power dissipation per unit
surface requires a different construction technology than for DTL structures. The SCL cavities of the
SPL are made of stacks of brazed copper cells.
For beam dynamics stability, the same type of focusing (FODO) as in the preceding CCDTL is
maintained throughout the SCL lattice, with single quadrupoles between tanks. The aperture radius is
16 mm, about eight times the r.m.s. beam size. The slots between cells provide a cell-to-cell coupling
of 3%, sufcient for the required eld stability, and it is foreseen to re-machine the slots individually
to minimize the effect of machining errors on the coupling factor. The distance between tanks is xed
to 1.5 ˇ to allow sufcient space for quadrupole, bellow, anges, and some diagnostics. Tanks will
be connected by three-cell bridge couplers. Klystrons delivering 4 MW are foreseen, each feeding a
module of ve tanks. The accelerating gradient has been xed to E0 D 4MV/m, providing a good
compromise between length of the structure and RF power consumption, while keeping the peak surface
elds below 1.6 kilpatrick. With this gradient, only ve klystrons are needed to cover the energy range
between 90 MeV and 180 MeV, the last module being made of four tanks. The SCL layout is presented
in Table 4.7, and the main parameters in Table 4.8.
The development of the SCL is being carried out inside the HIPPI Joint Research Activity, co-
funded by the European Union. The RF design is being jointly developed between CERN and the IN2P3
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Table 4.7: SCL layout (11 cells per tank)
Module E0 Pklystron Energy No. of tanks
[MV/m] [MW] [MeV] per module
1 4 3.00 107.42 5
2 4 3.06 125.16 5
3 4 3.15 144.16 5
4 4 3.24 160.07 5
5 4 2.64 181.00 4
Table 4.8: SCL main parameters
Input energy 92 MeV
Output energy 180 MeV
RF frequency 704.4 MHz
Number of tanks 24
Gradient E0 4 MV/m
Synchronous phase  20 deg
Lattice FODO
Max. surface eld 1.11.2 kilpatrick
Aperture radius 16 mm
Length 34.4 m
Peak RF power 15.1 MW
Max. design duty cycle 14%
Klystrons 5
No. of gaps 264
LPSC Laboratory in Grenoble, while the analysis of the behaviour of long SCL chains is being made by
INFN Naples. The thermal analysis of the SCL cells is done in Grenoble. A brazed technological copper
model, intended for vacuum and low-level RF tests, is going to be built by BINP Novosibirsk as a part
of a project funded by ISTC.
4.3.4 Superconducting linac
Since the development of the LEP superconducting cavities, involving niobium sputtered onto copper,
there has been considerable progress in the technology of bulk-niobium SC cavities (compare also Sec-
tion 2.3). In the SPL, two families of bulk-niobium elliptical cavities with a geometrical ˇ of 0.65 and 1.0
have been chosen to cover the energy range from 180 MeV to 3.5 GeV using a frequency of 704.4 MHz
(compare Section 4.3.4.3). In the following we review recent progress in this technology and we motivate
the chosen accelerating gradients of 19 MV/m and 25 MV/m for the ˇ D 0:65 and ˇ D 1:0 sections.
Since the cryo-module design has an important inuence on the real-estate (accelerating) gradient,
the decision was taken to follow mainly the Tesla Test Facility (TTF) approach, which minimizes the
number of cold/warm transitions and uses cold quadrupoles within the cryo-modules. The motivation for
this choice and the preliminary parameters are presented in Section 4.3.4.2.
4.3.4.1 Cavity technology
The choice of bulk-niobium, multi-cell, superconducting elliptical cavities operating at a temperature of
2 K implies the use of the following technologies [20]:
 Proper grade material (niobium sheets with Residual Resistance Ratio (RRR) values in the range
200300).
 Proper treatment techniques: thermal treatments for stress annealing and hydrogen degassing at
600800ıC; deep chemical etching with Buffered Chemical Polishing (BCP) techniques for re-
moving 100200m of material from the surface; High Pressure Rinsing (HPR) with ultra-pure
water to remove any contaminants from the surface.
 Proper handling procedures (mainly ‘cleanliness’, meaning that all work around a cavity and its
ancillaries should be performed in a clean room).
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The performance limitations of superconducting cavities are basically caused either by eld emis-
sion or by the intrinsic limitations of the superconductor material. In the rst case the surface electric
eld on the cavity walls is responsible for the electron emission starting from surface contaminants or
protrusions, while in the latter the effect is dominated by the magnetic eld level at the cavity surface.
Elliptical cavities designed for particle velocities smaller than the speed of light (medium-ˇ cav-
ities) have, for the same frequency, smaller volumes with respect to cavities designed for relativistic
particles (ˇ D 1). This is mainly because the cell length of a -mode structure has an active length
given by ˇ=2, while the cell diameter does not depend, to rst order, on the design ˇ, but only on the
frequency. In other words, the ratio of peak electric (or peak magnetic) eld to the cavity accelerating
eld grows with decreasing design ˇ.
The geometrical shape of the superconducting medium-ˇ structures can be optimized for the ap-
plication needs by using a proper parametrization, which allows independent tuning of electromagnetic
and mechanical characteristics [70], such as peak eld ratios, cell-to-cell coupling, R/Q, Lorentz-force
detuning coefcients, and mechanical stresses under operating conditions.
Several bulk-niobium, reduced-ˇ, multi-cell cavities at different frequencies have been designed,
fabricated and tested in the last decade, for various high-power proton linac applications. The tests of
these structures yielded results which are consistent, in terms of peak elds, with those of the exten-
sive experience gained with the TTF production and cavity treatments. The measured electromagnetic
characteristics of the cavities listed in Table 4.9 are the basis for the estimated performance of newly
developed SPL cavities.
Table 4.9: Medium-ˇ multi-cell cavity parameters (bulk-niobium structures only)
Project f ˇ Epeak=Eacc Hpeak=Eacc Ncell (R/Q)/Ncell Ref.
[MHz] [mT/(MV/m)] []
RIA 805 0.47 3.34 5.94 6 26.67 [26]
TRASCO 704 0.47 3.57 5.88 5 31.60 [22]
SNS medium-ˇ 805 0.61 2.71 5.72 6 46.50 [25]
CEA/CNRS 704 0.65 2.60 4.88 5 63.00 [24]
SNS high-ˇ 805 0.81 2.19 4.72 6 80.50 [25]
TTF 1300 1.00 2.00 4.16 9 115.11 [71]
(R/Q) uses the ‘linac’ definition.
All the cavities in Table 4.9 have been fabricated, handled, and tested using the procedures briey
outlined in the previous paragraph. Single-cell prototypes, which can be found in the literature, have not
been considered. Single-cell cavities have much lower values of Epeak=Eacc because of the electric eld
penetration in the large bore of the end tubes, and they are less sensitive to eld emission effects during
tests. In addition, the chemical and rinsing procedures are more effective for these simpler geometries.
As a consequence, single-cell structures generally reach higher accelerating elds than the corresponding
multi-cell structures [72].
Figure 4.22 shows the design peak (electric and magnetic) eld ratios (with respect to the accel-
erating eld) for the cavities listed in Table 4.9, as a function of the cavity design ˇ. It illustrates the
increase of the Epeak=Eacc and Hpeak=Eacc factors with the decrease of the design ˇ of the structure.
Figure 4.23 shows the behaviour of the geometrical R/Q value per cell of the cavities in Table 4.9.
We have used the linac denition of the shunt impedance denition [R D .Vc/2=Pc], where Vc is
the voltage provided by the cavity (at the nominal ˇ) and Pc the power dissipated on the walls. Again,
the geometrical R/Q value per cell decreases almost linearly with ˇ.
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Fig. 4.22: Peak field ratios for the cavities listed in Table 4.9
Fig. 4.23: Geometrical factor R/Q (linac definition) per cell of the cavities in Table 4.9
It is not straightforward to make a complete comparison of the TTF experience (which started
15 years ago and produced industrially in four production batches a total of more than 100 multi-cell
cavities, performing hundreds of CW vertical tests at the DESY facilities) with the results of the very few
cavity prototypes built by the other programmes listed above, except for SNS, for which a comparable
number of resonators have been built and tested [73].
An analysis of the TTF cavity data [74] shows a denite ‘learning curve’ effect on the achieved
cavity performances during the rst three production batches [75]. As the performance goal of the TTF
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Collaboration was shifted to higher accelerating gradients (in the range of 3035 MV/m) in view of the
TESLA Linear Collider scale (and now of the global design effort for the International Linear Collider
[76]), the standard chemical treatment of the TTF cavities was switched to etching by electrolytical
polishing (EP), a surface preparation method which yields smoother surfaces with respect to the BCP
procedure and is more promising for achieving performances closer to the material limitations in terms
of surface magnetic elds [77]. Nonetheless, the RF performances of the BCP-treated cavities of the
third production batch of the TTF cavities achieved a maximum accelerating eld of 28.3 MV/m, with
an r.m.s. spread of 1.3 MV/m and an average eld emission onset greater than 22 MV/m.
In the following comparison with the performance of other cavities, the TTF cavities are accounted
for in an operation extending between 22 MV/m and 28 MV/m average maximal accelerating eld. It
should be noted, however, that chemically etched cavities already reached accelerating elds in excess
of 30 MV/m, and electro-polished cavities were capable of reaching even higher elds, up to nearly
40 MV/m in the absence of eld emission (only considering BCP chemical etching).
Concerning SNS, the performance data on the cavity prototypes was described in Ref. [25] (with
17 MV/m and 20 MV/m of Eacc for ˇ D 0:61 and 0.81, respectively). More recent data, with production
statistics, has been presented in Ref. [73] and is summarized in Table 4.10. The main limiting factor
Table 4.10: SNS cavity performances
Cavity Emaxacc [MV/m] Field-emission onset [MV/m] Number tested
ˇ = 0.61 16.4 10.7 35
ˇ = 0.81 18.7 6.2 48
reported from the SNS production experience, and the main cause of the relatively high rejection rate
experienced in the production phase, is an early eld-emission onset (the SNS acceptance value asks for
a peak eld of 27.7 MV/m without eld emission).
Other medium-ˇ elliptical structures for which RF test data is available and is included in Table
4.9 are the TRASCO ve-cell cavities (two ˇ D 0:47 structures [22]), the RIA six-cell cavities (three
ˇ D 0:47 structures [26]), and the CEA/CNRS ve-cell ˇ D 0:65 cavity [24]. Figure 4.24 shows their
surface electric eld corresponding to the maximum gradients and eld-emission onset.
It is worth noting that, in terms of peak surface electric eld, the prototypical medium-ˇ proton
cavities considered show comparable performances to the average TTF cavity production of the third
batch. The standard TTF cavity preparation procedure (chemical etching followed by high-pressure
rinsing stages with ultra-pure water) seems to be suitable for the reduced-ˇ geometries in this range
(down to the extremely compressed 0.47 structures). Moreover, no indications for any dependence of the
peak surface eld on the cavity frequency seem to be evident from the data.
Figure 4.25 shows the data for the same set of cavities in terms of peak surface magnetic eld.
Owing to the stronger dependence of Epeak=Eacc as a function of ˇ with respect to the ratio Hpeak=Eacc
(see Fig. 4.22), the electric eld limitations are more rapidly reached in the lowest ˇ structures, and the
larger spread seen in the data for the ˇ D 0:47 structures does not come from magnetic eld limitations,
but from electric eld limitations.
The fact that the lower-ˇ structures are more sensitive to electric eld effects than to magnetic ones
is explained by the behaviour of the ratio Hpeak=Epeak, shown in Fig. 4.26 as a function of the structure
ˇ. As seen from the gure, the lowest-beta structures tend to be penalized by the drastic reduction of
the cavity capacitive volume, which implies that generally the eld emission limitation is reached well
before the magnetic limitation.
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Fig. 4.24: Peak surface electric field (MV/m) corresponding to the maximum gradients reached in the cavity tests
(down triangle) and to the onset of field emission, FE (up triangle)
The analysis presented here takes into account the wide experience accumulated in the last 15
years by the TESLA Collaboration on the reliable production and operation of high-gradient multi-
cell structures, the ongoing work performed both for the XFEL Project and the ILC Collaboration for
reaching even higher performance goals, and the learning curve observed during the TTF production.
Considering these experimental results, we base the design of the superconducting SPL section on the
assumed parameter values given in Table 4.11.
Table 4.11: SPL superconducting linac design parameters
Maximum peak surface electric eld 50 MV/m
Maximum peak surface magnetic eld 100 mT
Cavity quality factor at 2 K  1010
Accelerating gradient (ˇ D 0:65) 19 MV/m
Accelerating gradient (ˇ D 1:0) 25 MV/m
R/Q (ˇ D 0:65) 290 
R/Q (ˇ D 1:0) 570 
Frequency 704.4 MHz
Number of cells 5
We also conclude that the maximum peak elds show only little dependence on the operating




Fig. 4.25: Peak surface magnetic field (mT) corresponding to the maximum gradients reached in the cavity tests
Fig. 4.26: Ratio of peak magnetic to peak electric fields
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4.3.4.2 Criteria for cryo-module design
The real-estate gradient of a 2 K superconducting linac does not depend uniquely on the RF structure
accelerating gradient, but more importantly on the technological choices that determine the layout of the
cryo-modules. Each cold-to-warm transition at the beam-line level requires a certain length and reduces
the overall lling factor. Currently, there exist two proven designs, with different relative merits, for a
GeV-sized 2 K superconducting RF accelerator: the TTF/TESLA/ILC [78] and the SNS cryo-modules
[79].
The TTF module has been conceived as the building block for a TeV-sized superconducting elec-
tron linac. Thus, the design aims for very low static losses (due to the huge size of the accelerator with
20 000 superconducting RF structures), high lling factors (to minimize the linac length), and low cost.
The module contains eight cavities, a superconducting magnet package for beam focusing every three
modules, and integrates the distribution lines of the cryogenic uids. Tens of modules are connected to-
gether to form independent strings from the vacuum and cryogenic point of view, limiting the number of
cold-to-warm transitions along the beam line. These choices imply that the substitution or opening of a
single module leads to a warm-up/cool-down cycle for the whole string, and hence high reliability needs
to be guaranteed in the cold mass. The TTF concept is still the baseline for the ongoing ILC cryo-module
design [80].
The SNS module, on the other hand, hosts few (34 in the two beta sections) cavities, does
not contain any focusing elementsthe quadrupole doublets are located in the warm sections between
modulesand has been designed to be quickly disconnected from the beam line (in less than a day a
SNS linac module can be exchanged). These design criteria, together with the moderate energy of the
SNS superconducting linac (extending from 200 MeV to 1 GeV), led to a much lower lling factor than
the TTF case.
For the 3.5 GeV SPL linac at the CERN site, lling factor considerations play an important role,
and this strongly motivated the choice to base the linac design on long interconnected modules with
several (68) cavities and cold focusing magnets in each unit. By using such a layout, the 180 MeV 
3.5 GeV energy range can be covered with the two ˇ D 0:65 and ˇ D 1 sections in approximately 350 m.
At the high duty cycle envisaged for the SPL linac, the main heat loss contribution at the 2 K level
is given by the RF dynamic losses on the cavity walls. As in the TTF module, a 5075 K thermal radiation
shield, with Multi-Layer thermal Insulation (MLI), screens the inner mass from the 300 K environment
of the vacuum vessel and provides thermalization of penetrations (i.e., couplers, supports and cabling) at
high temperatures. A second inner shield, operating at 58 K with MLI insulation, further shields the cold
mass from the thermal radiation of the outer shield and provides a further possibility of thermalization
of the penetrations. A preliminary estimation for the main heat loads on the cryogenic circuits in the two
modules is given in Table 4.12.
The static loads reported here are scaled from the measured values in the TTF modules [19], in-
creasing the thermal radiation contribution (amounting to approximately 1/3 of the total) in the higher
temperature circuits to take into account the larger cross-section needed to accommodate the larger
704 MHz cavities.
The dynamic RF load at a 6% duty cycle has been calculated by using the cavity parameters re-
ported in Table 4.11, according to the extrapolation given in Fig. 4.23. A dynamic load at 2 K accounting
for a beam loss level of 1 W/m has been included. The heat load summarized in Table 4.12 represents
a preliminary estimation and contains only a rough estimation of the dynamic load contribution from
couplers and Higher Order Mode (HOM) absorbers, for which a detailed design, and corresponding cal-
culations, are still missing. The results from the SNS linac commissioning will provide experimental
data allowing these estimations to be rened for the high duty cycle case of the SPL. Considerations on




Table 4.12: First estimations on heat losses in the SPL modules assuming a 6% duty cycle
ˇ D 0:65 module (six cavities, 11.45 m length)
Heat load 2 K [W/m] 58 K [W/m] 5075 K [W/m]
Static load 0.3 1.3 7.7
Dynamic RF load 1.9
HOM| 0.75 0.5 9.1
Coupler} 0.06
Beam losses 1  
ˇ D 1 module (eight cavities, 14.26 m length)
Heat load 2 K [W/m] 58 K [W/m] 5075 K [W/m]
Static load 0.3 1.3 7.7
Dynamic RF load 4.2
HOM| 1.7 0.4 7.2
Coupler} 0.13
Beam losses 1  
| Estimated to be  40% of the dynamic RF load (see Section 4.7.2).
} Estimated to be  3% of the dynamic RF load (see Section 4.7.2).
4.3.4.3 Layout of the superconducting section
The transition energy between normal and superconducting structures was chosen to be 180 MeV. Above
this energy the real-estate gradient of currently available superconducting elliptical cavities is substan-
tially higher than for normal-conducting structures. Below this energy, we consider that there is still need
for R&D before superconducting structures can be used at low cost in a pulsed high-power proton linac.
The different cavity types and transition energies are derived from the optimization of length and
cost. To minimize development costs, complexity of maintenance and stock of spare parts, only two
different cavity shapes will be used, one for the medium-energy range with a geometrical ˇ of 0.65 and
one for the high-energy range with ˇ D 1. The operating frequency is 704 MHz for both structures
and the gradients correspond to the values in Table 4.11. The optimization process considers several
combinations of different architectures taking into account cavity length, transitions between cavities,
number of cells, and achievable gradients.
The longitudinal phase advance at zero current per lattice must be lower than the transverse one
to avoid emittance exchange between the planes due to space-charge resonances. The phase advance per
metre is kept smooth along the superconducting linac in order to achieve a current-independent structure.
This condition also simplies the beam matching at transitions. The setting of the synchronous phase
ensures the continuity with the preceding normal-conducting section and provides sufcient acceptance
for the injection into the superconducting linac. The synchronous phase varies linearly from  20ı to
 15ı with the nal value being reached at 50 m. It has been estimated that  15ı provides enough
stability to manage static and dynamic errors of the RF system. The optimization procedure converges
to the architecture given in Table 4.13.
Quadrupoles are included in the cryo-modules. For the medium-energy section one cryo-module
contains two focusing periods, whereas in the high-energy part one period is housed in one cryo-module.
In addition to the reduced cryogenic losses, the reduction of cold-to-warm transitions minimizes the
length of the linac. This choice, coupled with the high gradients, yields a linac length of 342 m.
The maximum power per coupler is 543 kW for the rst section and 1.018 MW for the second sec-
tion [Fig. 4.27(a)]. Symmetric ve-cell cavities maintain eld atness over a wide tuning range in both
sections by providing an identical deformation of both end-cells. Their large apertures minimize the
risk of inadequate damping of higher order dipole modes which could be excited by the beam. Stiffening
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Table 4.13: Layout of the superconducting sections assuming five cells per cavity
Sections Win Wout Cavities per No. of No. of Cryo- Aperture | Length
[MeV] [MeV] module cav. klystr. modules radius [mm] [m]
ˇ D 0:65 180 643 6 42 7 7 42.5 85.8
ˇ D 1:0 643 3562 8 136 32 17 45 256.1
Total 178 39 24 341.9
| Used for loss calculations.
rings are welded between cells in order to minimize the Lorentz-force detuning. The main characteristics
of the medium- and high-ˇ cavities are listed in Table 4.11 and the evolution of the real-estate gradient
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Fig. 4.27: (a) Power per coupler/cavity in the SC linac (b) Real-estate electric gradient in the SC linac
The dimensions of the cryo-modules in Table 4.14 include all cold components [cavities, helium
vessel, tuner, superconducting quadrupoles, Beam Position Monitors (BPMs), steerers, etc.]. The super-
conducting quadrupoles operate with integrated magnetic eld gradients lower than 4 T for an aperture
radius of 100 mm and a length of 450 mm (see Fig. 4.28).
Table 4.14: Lengths in the superconducting linac (m)
Section Cavity Quadrupoles Cryo-module Between cryo-modules Period
ˇ D 0:65 0.692 0.45 11.450 0.8 6.125
ˇ D 1:0 1.064 0.45 14.262 0.8 15.062
4.4 Beam dynamics
4.4.1 General approach
Beam dynamics considerations have inuenced the choice of the structure parameters from the rst
conception stage onwards. The main guidelines have been the control of losses and the minimization of
r.m.s. emittance growth ("r) and halo development. In order to implement these guidelines, much care
has been taken to keep the following constraints: a) a zero-current phase advance always below 90ı, for
stability; b) a longitudinal-to-transverse phase advance ratio (with current) between 0.5 and 0.8 in order
to avoid resonances; and c) a smooth variation of the transverse and longitudinal phase advance per metre.
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Fig. 4.28: Integrated magnetic gradient for all SC quadrupoles
The accelerator optimization has been conducted in sections while an end-to-end simulation has validated
the choices and has allowed transitions to be smoothed wherever needed. Particular attention has been
paid to the matching at each transition point: an initial envelope-type matching has been subsequently
rened by a multi-particle type matching on a cloud of particles generated at the low-energy end.
The starting point of the simulations is the Low-Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) between the
source and the rst stage of RF acceleration. In this section the space-charge electric eld of the quasi-
DC beams is partly compensated for by the trapping of positive ions. These are created by ionization of
residual gas molecules, and the rapid expulsion of the free electrons by the electric eld of the beam. This
partial beam neutralization inuences the emittance growth and halo development, and it can signicantly
change the beam distribution at the start of the acceleration.
When simulations from the source were not available, two different distributions were tracked
through the accelerator: a 4D waterbag and a Gaussian. The different evolution of these two distributions
is expected to give a boundary to the behaviour of the ‘real’ beam.
Most of the simulations have been computed with 50 000 macro-particles, giving therefore an
accuracy for any global quantity reported in this section of about 0.5%. The gures of merit for the beam
dynamics are the losses, the r.m.s. emittance growth, and the sensitivity to errors. In the following a
description of the beam dynamics in each linac section is given. Unless otherwise indicated, matching
and beam transport are performed with the code packages TraceWin/Partran [81] using 3D space-charge
routines. The quadrupoles are simulated with a hard-edge linear formalism. The elds in the cavities are
computed via a sophisticated multi-gap model to take into account the effect of a nite bore radius. The
radial dependence of the eld is extrapolated with a Bessel function. Most of the simulations have been
cross-checked with other codes.
4.4.2 LEBT (95 keV)
The LEBT must ensure the matching of the beam from the source to the RFQ, while minimizing the
emittance growth. The choice has been made to employ magnetic lenses rather than electrostatic ones
for the following reasons: a) to avoid the high-tension discharge problems of electrostatic lenses; b) the
possibility of space-charge compensation; c) the positive experience with magnetic lenses in the Linac2
LEBT; and d) the availability of spare pulsed solenoid lenses from Linac2.
Simulations of the beam transport in the LEBT have been peformed with the multi-particle code
PATH [82], using calculated eld maps of solenoid magnets. Beam input conditions have been based
on measurements of the HC ECR SILHI source at CEA Saclay, which had an increased emittance of
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0.25 mm mrad (normalized, r.m.s.). The beam is created with uniform density in the transverse plane,
and the space-charge forces are calculated using the SCHEFF routine, imposing a circular symmetry of
the space-charge eld. Calculations use a linear compensation of the beam intensity to simulate the effect
of space-charge neutralization. Several groups have reported successful use of this compensation model
to explain measurements of beam transport lines. However, understanding and limiting the creation of
beam halo will require the understanding of the non-linear aspects of the compensation process [83].
These simulations have yielded the following results:
1. The nominal beam ("r D 0:25 mm mrad, 70 mA) can be transported and matched to the RFQ
with no losses.
2. With full space-charge, emittance growth can be limited to 25% by limiting the dimension in the
solenoids to avoid lens aberrations, which in turn would lead to a strongly non-linear space-charge
eld. Such a requirement leads to a short distance between the source and the rst solenoid.
3. With 90% space-charge compensation, the emittance growth can be limited to 2%.
4. There is negligible emittance growth due to misalignments of the beam or solenoids, up to 2 mm
and 20 mrad. It is required that the beam be steered into the acceptance of the RFQ.
From the simulations it is evident that beam neutralization plays a very important role in the
LEBT. Calculation and measurement of the beam potential, ion oscillations, and electron oscillations
by Soloshenko [84] suggest working at a pressure close to or slightly below the critical pressure (corre-
sponding to the pressure at which the beam potential is zero). As this critical pressure is estimated to be
in the region of 5  10 5 mbar, it is proposed that a gas injection system into the LEBT be foreseen to
allow the pressure to be varied independently. The time ( ) for the production of sufcient ions through
beam impact ionization is given by  D 1=nv, where n,  , and v are the residual gas density, the
beam-molecule ionization cross-section, and the beam velocity, respectively. Typical cross-sections for
H2 ionization by 100 keV protons are 2  10 16 cm 2 [85], leading to a compensation time of approx-
imately 8s at 5  10 5 mbar. This relatively high pressure will lead to gas stripping of the H  beam.
The measured cross-sections for electron detachment of H  to H0 or HC (see Refs. [86], [87]) are shown
in Table 4.15 for some gases for 100 keV H  ions.
Table 4.15: H  single gas stripping cross-section (in 10 16 cm2) for selected gas types, for ion energies of 100 keV
H2 [86] He [86] N2 [86] Ar [86] Ne [87] Kr [87] Xe [87]
 1;0 4.06| 2.01 9.23 8.40 4.2 11.5 11.3
| Value from interpolation of data at 50 keV and 150 keV in Ref. [86].
The mean free path is then of the order of  D kT=P D 8:1m for a cross-section of 1 
10 15 cm2, and a pressure of 5  10 5 mbar at T D 293K, with k being the Boltzmann constant.
A 1.42 m long LEBT would then have stripping losses of >15%. If the pressure required for good
compensation is of the order of 1  10 5 mbar, the losses would be reduced to < 4%, and lower still if
low cross-section gases are used. An emittance measurement at the end of the LEBT could indicate the
optimum pressure settings.
Data also exist in the same references for the double electron detachment cross-sections from H 
to HC, but these are typically an order of magnitude smaller at these low energies, and hence are ignored.
However, the double detachment from H  to HC will produce a low-intensity beam of protons. If the
detachment occurs outside a solenoid eld, the protons will be focused into the RFQ (unless there is a
strong steering force). The effect of such a beam composing less than 1% of the H  current should not
be ignored for the SPL.
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4.4.3 RFQ (95 keV to 3 MeV)
The RFQ used in the SPL set-up is the RFQ of the IPHI project, which has been extensively documented
in Refs. [57], [88], and [89]. The main feature of this RFQ is the capability of accepting a CW beam with
varying beam current up to 100 mA. In our particular case, the reference peak beam current is 70 mA and
the input r.m.s. normalized emittance is 0.25 mm mrad.
4.4.4 Chopper line and matching to the DTL (3 MeV)
After the rst stage of acceleration it is necessary to introduce a section capable of removing a few of
the micro-bunches in the pulses. This operation is done at low energy with the aim of removing micro-
bunches that would eventually be lost at the injection in a circular machine with a typical operating
frequency of the order of some tens of megahertz. This operation is done by a fast-switching electrostatic
eld provided by the chopper (see Section 4.2.3). On account of the conicting needs of high voltage and
fast rise-time, the chopper is a relatively long object compared to the focusing periods in the RFQ and
DTL. Housing it in the beam line implies an abrupt modication of the phase advance per metre. In order
to disrupt as little as possible the continuity of the phase advance, the chopper is integrated in a FODO
period with a length of 1.6 m. A total of four FODO periods assure the matching from the RFQ to the
chopper and from the chopper to the DTL. The FODO period housing the chopper is also essential for
the chopping action, as it amplies the effective kick of the chopper (5.3 mrad kick for 400 V effective
voltage) by adjusting the appropriate phase advance for the beam centre (almost 90ı from the centre of
the chopper to the middle of the dump). With 11 quadrupoles, already existing at CERN, and three new
buncher cavities in the chopper line, the beam can be chopped with only 0.3% of the particles remaining
in the empty bunches and with an emittance increase of < 20% in the three planes of the unchopped
beam. The losses of the unchopped beam take place partly on the chopper plates (1%) and partly at
the dump (6%). It should be noted that the dump can be used also as a rudimentary collimator to limit
the emittance growth to a few per cent at the expense of increased beam loss at the dump (12%). The
envelope of the chopped and unchopped beam is shown in Fig. 4.29.
Fig. 4.29: Beam envelope in the chopper line: chopped beam (top) and unchopped beam (bottom)
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4.4.5 DTL, CCDTL and SCL (3 MeV to 180 MeV)
The dynamics and the structure parameters of the acceleration section between 3 MeV and 180 MeV
have been optimized as a whole, although this part is composed of three different RF structures. We have
designed the three structures globally, taking into account that a variation of parameters in one of them
must be followed by the others. The longitudinal phase is ramped up in the rst two metres of the DTL
from 30ı to 20ı and then kept constant until the end of the SCL. At the transition between tanks and/or
structures where one or more gaps are ‘missing’, the phase of the neighbouring cavities is adjusted to cope
with the transition and to ensure a smooth variation of the longitudinal phase advance. The transverse
connement and matching is provided by a system of quadrupoles, using an FFDD conguration in the
rst DTL tank (2.56 m) and an FD conguration afterwards (> 10MeV). The period length changes
from 2ˇ at low energy to 11ˇ at 90 MeV. The reason for starting with an FFDD conguration is
purely technical and is due to the difculties of achieving a strong enough integrated gradient in the
limited space available for the quadrupole in the rst drift tube (45 mm mechanical length available for a
quadrupole). A scheme with FD conguration everywhere has been studied and it gives some advantages
with respect to sensitivity to beam errors [90]. However, since it is not the baseline scheme, it will not
be presented in this report.
The transverse and longitudinal (phase) r.m.s. envelopes for a matched Gaussian beam generated
at the entrance of the DTL are shown in Fig. 4.30. The transitions between focusing structures preserve









































Fig. 4.30: Transverse, x (top) and phase (bottom) r.m.s. envelopes along DTL, CCDTL, and SCL. The dotted lines
mark the transition between structures.
At all times during the acceleration (except at one point), the ratio of transverse to longitudinal
phase advance is chosen to respect Hoffmann’s stability criterion [91]; hence the emittance exchange
during acceleration is under control. Table 4.16 summarizes the r.m.s. emittance growth in each section
for a Gaussian and a uniform input beam distribution without errors.
4.4.6 Superconducting section (180 MeV to 3.5 GeV)
To minimize r.m.s. emittance growth and halo formation, several techniques have to be combined to
compute the parameters of the channel. For this purpose, the same principles as introduced in the normal-
conducting part are applied for the superconducting section: a) the phase advance per metre (average
beam size) has to be kept as smooth as possible to maintain the equilibrium of the beam; and b) the
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Table 4.16: r.m.s. emittance increase between 3 MeV and 180 MeV for initially uniform and Gaussian beams
Plane DTL CCDTL SCL Total
[%] [%] [%] [%]
x 5:5 0.1 2.8 8.4
Gaussian y 4:3 1.8 2.6 8.7
z 4:6 1.4 0.3 6.3
x 1:4 0.14 0.7 2.2
Uniform y  1 3.3 0.3 2.6
z 4 1.1 0.6 5.7
r.m.s. beam parameters have to be matched at each transition to avoid mismatching, which would induce
emittance growth. The evolution of the phase advances per metre are shown in Fig. 4.31 (a). The focusing
lattice is FDO.
TraceWin - CEA/DSM/DAPNIA/SACM






























































Fig. 4.31: (a) Transverse and longitudinal zero-
current phase advance per metre
(b) Transverse and longitudinal tune depression for
65 mA
A Gaussian distribution cut at 4  with a transverse normalized r.m.s. emittance of 0.32 mm mrad
and a longitudinal normalized r.m.s. emittance of 0.47 mm mrad is used at the entrance of the supercon-
ducting linac. The evolution of the beam is simulated from 180 MeV to 3.5 GeV using macro-particles.
The peak current is 65 mA for a bunch frequency of 352.2 MHz. No signicant r.m.s. emittance growth
is observed in the simulations. Figure 4.32 shows the evolution of the 4- envelopes.
4.4.7 End-to-end simulations
End-to-end simulations have been carried out from 95 keV to 3.5 GeV. As the effect of beam neutral-
ization on the low-energy end is still not completely understood, the end-to-end simulations start with a
generated matched beam at the RFQ input. The beam contains 50 000 macro-particles carrying a current
of 70 mA, at an energy of 95 keV with an r.m.s. relative energy spread of 0.5%, a value that we expect
from the source extraction voltage jitter. The transverse emittance is assumed to be 0.25 mm mrad
(normalized, r.m.s.), with the beam being symmetrical in the two planes. Two distributions have been
generated: 4D waterbag and Gaussian. We expect the behaviour of the beam to be bound between the





Fig. 4.32: 4- beam envelopes in the horizontal (x) and longitudinal (phase) plane
Table 4.17: r.m.s. emittance growth and losses for an initially uniform distribution (end-to-end simulation)
RFQ Chopper DTL CCDTL SCL SC Total
Output energy [MeV] 3 3 40 90 180 3500 
"x growth [%] 9.3 19.5 3 0.4 1.5 0.3 36
"y growth [%] 8.4 5.8 11 2 7.7 0.4 39.7
"z growth [%]  14.7 8.2 0.5 1.3 4 26.4
Transmission [%] 99.9 93.3 99.9 99.9 100 100 93.1
Length [m] 6 3.7 13.4 25.2 34.2 341.8 425.5
Table 4.18: r.m.s. emittance growth and losses for an initially Gaussian distribution (end-to-end simulation)
RFQ Chopper DTL CCDTL SCL SC Total
Output energy [MeV] 3 3 40 90 180 3500 
"x growth [%] 8.5 29.7 2.4 0.7 0.75 0.3 40
"y growth [%] 10.6 1.1 20.7 1.5 8.8 0.4 49
"z growth [%]  9 11.9 0.3 0.9 4 25
Transmission [%] 99.6 91.1 99.9 100 100 100 90.7




The gradient and alignment errors quoted in the following are based partly on the experience at CERN
and partly on already measured results of prototypes. They also correspond well to the error margins
used for the SNS project [15].
4.4.8.1 Method
Two families of errors have to be considered.
 Static errors: the effect of these errors can be detected and cured with appropriate diagnostics
and correctors. For example, beam position measurement coupled with steerers can compensate
for quadrupole or cavity misalignments. The correction strategy should be known to be able to
estimate the impact of static errors on beam dynamics. The effect of the static errors depends on
the control system.
 Dynamic errors: the effect of these errors is assumed to be uncorrected. Fortunately, they usually
have lower amplitude than static errors. There are, for example, the vibrations or the RF eld
variations (in phase or amplitude). They are responsible for beam oscillations around the corrected
orbit.
For both static and dynamic errors a uniform distribution was chosen with estimated maximum
error amplitudes of ˙A. The r.m.s. value is then given by A=p3. If the real distribution of errors turns
out not to be uniform, one should consider the study valid for the equivalent r.m.s. value.
For reasons related purely to the availability and the location of manpower, the error study has
been made for the normal-conducting and superconducting sections independently. The outcome of the
error study of the normal-conducting part has been taken as an input beam jitter for the superconducting
part. The results of each part (normal-conducting and superconducting) are reported in the following.
4.4.8.2 Normal-conducting section
The error study for the normal-conducting part has been done by tracking a Gaussian distribution, con-
taining 50 000 particles over 1000 different linacs with random errors uniformly distributed within the
values given in Table 4.19. No correction scheme has been implemented. The results are reported in
Table 4.20.
Table 4.19: Total error amplitudes used in the normal-conducting section
Quadrupole gradient ˙0:5%
Quadrupole displacement ˙0:1 mm
Quadrupole rotations (x,y) ˙0:5 deg
Quadrupole rotations (z) ˙0:2 deg
Cavity eld phase ˙1:0 deg
Cavity eld amplitude ˙1:0%
Table 4.20: Sensitivity to errors in the normal-conducting section, average r.m.s. emittance increase, r.m.s. energy
jitter assuming 4 MW beam power
"x="x "y="y "z="z E  Losses
av. [%] av. [%] av. [%] r.m.s. [keV] r.m.s. [deg] [W]




The transport of 105 macro-particles has been simulated for each of 500 different linacs in order to
compute statistics and to get a cumulative distribution of the beam which is represented by more than
5  107 macro-particles. For each linac, all the errors, whose amplitudes are listed in Table 4.21, are
combined. In a rst stage, no input beam error is assumed.
Table 4.21: Total error amplitudes used in the superconducting section
Static Dynamic
Quadrupole gradient [%] ˙0:5 ˙0:05
Quadrupole displacement [mm] ˙0:5 ˙0:01
Quadrupole rotations (x,y) [deg] ˙0:25 ˙0:005
Quadrupole rotations (z) [deg] ˙0:5 ˙0:05
BPM accuracy [mm] ˙0:1
Cavity displacement [mm] ˙0:5 ˙0:01
Cavity rotations (x,y) [deg] ˙0:08 ˙0:005
Cavity eld phase [deg] ˙1:0
Cavity eld amplitude [%] ˙1:0
For the transverse alignment, two (horizontal and vertical) steerers are located in the second qua-
drupole of each doublet. They are associated with two Beam Position Monitors (BPMs), located in the
middle of the following doublet, which measure the beam centre in both planes. This scheme is repeated
for each period. No longitudinal correction has been assumed. Assuming a normal-conducting front-end
without errors one nds that:
(a) the r.m.s. residual orbit along the machine due to dynamic errors and BPM imperfections (mis-
alignments and measurement errors) is limited to 0.28 mm;
(b) no losses are observed;
(c) the r.m.s. emittance growth, relative to a linac without errors, amounts to an average of 27%, 26%,
and 6% in the x, y, and z planes, respectively;
(d) the r.m.s. output energy and phase jitter are 1.24 MeV and 0:52ı, respectively.
The above study has been repeated including a beam energy and phase jitter at the linac input.
This is supposed to simulate the residual longitudinal errors from the normal-conducting part. Different
error sets have been simulated to establish a limit for the jitter coming from the normal-conducting part.
For each of the 500 linacs, the jitter values are randomly set between ˙kEm and ˙km with Em
and m representing the maximum energy and phase jitter amplitudes at the SCL output, respectively.
They have been assumed as Em D 1:16MeV (maximum, uniform distribution) and m D 12:6ı
(maximum, uniform distribution) at 352.2 MHz. These values turned out to be too pessimistic and thus
the parameter k is used to reduce them. The results are summarized in Table 4.22.
In order to avoid any beam loss in the superconducting part of the linac and assuming the errors of
Table 4.21, the maximum remnant energy and phase errors at the output of the normal-conducting parts
should be lower than 380 keV and 4ı, respectively, for a uniform distribution. The equivalent r.m.s. values
should be lower than 220 keV and 2:4ı (352 MHz), which is more or less fullled by the simulation
results for the normal-conducting section in Table 4.20. Assuming these limits, the simulations of the
superconducting section predict zero beam loss when combining transverse and longitudinal errors. The
corresponding energy and phase jitter in this case amount to r.m.s. values of 0.65ı and 1.2 MeV.
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Table 4.22: r.m.s. emittance growth and losses in the superconducting section due to statistical errors for different
values of input energy and phase jitter assuming 4 MW beam power
k 0 0.125 0.25 0.325 0.5 0.625
Einput, max [keV] 0 145 290 377 580 725
input, max [deg] 0 1.56 3.15 4.09 6.3 7.87
"x growth [%] +27 +35 +38 +42 +51 +60
"y growth [%] +26 +35 +38 +44 +56 +71
"z growth [%] +6 +10 +17 +30 +62 +142
Average losses [W] 0 0 0 0 4.35 199.5
4.5 Auxiliary systems
4.5.1 Transfer line
At the end of the superconducting linac section, the bunches are about 15 ps long and have an energy
spread of the order of 4 MeV. To reduce space-charge effects and energy jitter at the accumulator injec-
tion, the bunch length has to be increased in the transfer line by at least a factor of 10, and the energy
spread reduced by the same factor. This is achieved by two bunch rotation systems made of 700 MHz
ˇ D 1 elliptical cavities identical to the ones used in the last section of the superconducting linac. The
voltage to be applied for stretching the bunch in phase at the end of the linac depends on the length of
the transfer line and the energy acceptance of the accumulator RF system. For the time being we as-
sume injection into the ISR tunnel as detailed in CDR1 [3]. For this scenario, the rst bunch rotation
system (16 cavities, two cryo-modules) is placed at the linac exit to increase the energy spread in such
a way that in the following long drift the bunch length is stretched up to the required value. The second
bunch rotation section (two cavities) reduces the energy spread for injection into the RF bucket of the
accumulator ring. The voltage on the bunch rotation cavities and their relative position depends on the
longitudinal beam emittance at the linac exit. In the nal layout, it can be re-adjusted for an effective
longitudinal emittance that takes into account the effect of energy and phase jitter (Section 4.4.8). The
rst bunch rotation section, 29.4 m long, will be placed inside the linac tunnel. The second bunch rotator
will be placed after 270 m. The general layout of this line is described in Table 4.23. The beam dynam-
ics is calculated starting with a distribution of 50 000 particles at the entrance of the superconducting
linac section. Phase and energy spread are presented in Fig. 4.33 and the corresponding phase-space
distributions are shown in Fig. 4.34.
Table 4.23: General layout of the transfer line
Element Length [m] No. of cavities No. of focusing periods Cavity parameters
Bunch rotation 1 29.4 16 2 12.6 MV/m
Drift 272.0 18
Bunch rotation 2 4.9 2 1 10.7 MV/m
Total 306.3
As an alternative, we have designed a transfer line which does not make use of the rst bunch
rotation but lets the beam de-bunch under the effect of the initial energy spread. This approach results
in a longer line but saves 16 superconducting RF cavities. The line would then contain 48 focusing
periods over a length of 730 m and only one ve-cell cavity with an effective voltage of 11 MV for the
nal bunch rotation. For the time being there is space foreseen in the linac tunnel to accommodate two
more cryo-modules for the active bunch rotation at the end of the linac. However, since it is likely that
the location of the accumulator ring will change in future design revisions, the cavities and RF systems































Fig. 4.33: Energy (left) and phase width (right) along the transfer line
Fig. 4.34: Longitudinal phase space before (left) and after (right) the transfer line
At 3.5 GeV the minimum arc radius to avoid H  stripping is  220m. This number assumes a
dipole lling factor of 60% in the arc and a loss level due to H  stripping of 0.1 W/m (compare Chapter
6, Section 6.1.2). The current understanding of H  stripping due to black-body radiation will require
cooling of the transfer-line beam pipes to  150K (see also Chapter 6, Section 6.1.2).
4.5.2 Pulsed operation and servo-system stability
The studies for the CDR1 [3] addressed most of the principal problems arising from pulsed operation
and remain valid for the present revised design of the SPL.
4.5.2.1 Lorentz detuning
In CDR1 [3] it was planned to use cryostats, couplers, and other hardware from the decommissioned
LEP superconducting RF system. The cavities were to be modied and tted with stiffeners to enable
medium-ˇ acceleration and operation in pulsed mode. At the time of publication of CDR1, the details
of these stiffeners and with it the resulting stiffness along with the mechanical frequencies of the cavity
tanktuner system (possibly weighted by the couplers) were not known. Since these are key parameters
for the mechanical system behaviour, no detailed analysis concerning Lorentz detuning could be under-
taken, relying on denite progress in the framework of TESLA [92], now absorbed in ILC [93], and SNS
[15] which will very probably pave the way. The same argument holds for the present design.
Once fully equipped prototype cavities really exist and are well characterized in terms of Lorentz-
force detuning strength, frequency and mechanical Q-value of the principal mechanical mode(s) of the
cavitytanktuner system, one can incorporate recent progress in the eld of fast piezo-tuners [94] to
reduce their effect. At this stage more detailed simulations have to be done. Possible modications of
the mechanical cavity design have to be undertaken if the simulations with all cavity errors and beam
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show insufcient performance. For the time being, the developed computer code SPLinac [95], [96]
considers only one principal mechanical mode since the LEP cavities were essentially detuning sensitive
to the lowest longitudinal mechanical mode around 100 Hz. Should the new cavities have more than one
essential mode, the program has to be upgraded for multiple mechanical modes; the same is true if the
piezo-tuner corrections cannot be expressed by a simple scaling but show a time domain behaviour of
their own. Then detailed measurements with articial mechanical excitation and pulsed high RF elds
have to be done.
In the frame of the HIPPI Collaboration [50], two different ˇ D 0:47 elliptical cavities will be
tested in pulsed mode in a horizontal cryostat at Saclay. At this low beta, the Lorentz-force detuning
should be more severe than for the ˇ D 0:65 and ˇ D 1:0 cavities, which are foreseen for the SPL,
and so the set-up, complete with couplers and tuners, should give a good estimate for the dynamical
behaviour of the SPL cavities.
The extra power needed to combat the effects of Lorentz-force detuning is estimated (from SNS)
to be in the area of 30%. This additional power is only taken into account for the calculation of the total
SPL power requirements, quoted in Table 5.9 and in the parameter list in the Appendix.
4.5.2.2 System errors and noise
In CDR1 [3], simulations [97] were done with SPLinac based on a hypothetical set of test noise congu-
rations. These can be created by vacuum pumps or cryogenic compressors (coherent), ground-movement
and cryogenic liquid or gas movements (incoherent), and other sources. It should be noted that the me-
chanical conditions of the cavitytanktuner system combined with information on the noise sources
(spectral density for noise, amplitude for discrete lines) are decisive for denite results. The simula-
tions for CDR1 [3] showed that this effect is no major obstacle, hence the same can be expected for
the present design. All RF error sourceslike scatter in the input coupling strength Qext of the power
couplers (e.g., observed in the LEP superconducting RF system), error distributions in the power split-
ters, and amplitude and phase errors in the RF vector sumhave to be included in these simulations to
determine how far the resulting beam quality is affected with regard to particle losses and longitudinal
emittance growth.
4.5.2.3 Control instability for several pulsed cavities with RF vector-sum feedback
Numerical simulations with SPLinac pointed to a control instability that can develop above a certain
cavity eld level for a pulsed RF system with Lorentz detuning sensitive cavities where more than one
cavity is driven by the same high-power source and the vector sum of the cavity elds is fed back for
control.
A mathematical analysis [98] using an only slightly simplied model conrmed this chaotic effect
and excludes a computer simulation artefact. From this analysis it became clear that the origin of this
instability is the lack of control over all individual cavities since we have only a unique ‘knob’, the
incident RF wave, but many degrees of freedom, one per cavity. Therefore even for a perfect RF vector
sum the distribution of the ‘work-load’ between cavities cannot be inuenced and may diverge while
respecting the sum. To remedy this situation and suppress the possibility for this instability, one ‘knob’
per cavity becomes essential.
A straightforward solution is the use of one transmitter per cavity, but the nancial implications
become an issue. In keeping a single transmitter for several cavities, one solution consists in the use of
high-power phase and amplitude modulators [99] as already tested at CERN [100], [101] (Fig. 4.35),
allowing the amplitude to be decreased and the phase of the incident wave to be turned towards an
individual cavity in a limited way. The technical price to be paid is a permanent small over-power,
nally wasted. In this set-up the main adaptations required to respect the vector sum are still done by the
common transmitter, but the modulators compensate for individual cavity deviations from the average.
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Fig. 4.35: High-power tests of the amplitude and phase modulator, using a 300 kW/400 MHz LHC klystron and a
sliding waveguide short circuit as load
This choice has the additional advantage of also allowing the correction of the static errors in the power
splitters and Qext without having to create the possibility for local adjustment.
Fast piezo-tuners will allow compensation of Lorentz-force detuning to a good degree. Once
included in the RF chain, they will automatically reduce differences in tuning between cavities and
can even be trimmed for this purpose with an additional controller. Therefore they can certainly take
over part of the task of the above-mentioned phase and amplitude modulators. However, whether this
compensation is sufcient to drop the phase and amplitude modulators completely, while leaving the




Instrumentation for the SPL is a highly challenging issue because of two major complications.
1. The acceptable beam loss of 1 W/m requires diagnostics capable of detecting unwanted particles
both in the transverse and longitudinal plane with a sensitivity of down to 1  103 particles per
bunch (at 3.5 GeV).
2. The high beam power is destructive to all intercepting devices.
The rst issue is being addressed by developing dedicated diagnostic devices capable of measuring
remaining, unchopped beam as well as tails in the transverse distribution (beam halo). The second issue
requires beam measurements to be done with a dedicated diagnostic beam (‘commissioning’ or ‘pilot’
beam) [102].
During the commissioning of the various sections, transverse and longitudinal emittances need
to be measured as well as energy and energy spread in order to adjust phase and voltage for each RF
system. For this purpose a dedicated diagnostic line can be re-used from the IPHI project [57]. This line,
designed to characterize the beam at the exit of the RFQ at 3 MeV, may be used for the commissioning
of the various stages of the normal-conducting linac after modications for the use at higher beam en-
ergy. Figure 4.36 shows the diagnostic line, which comprises time-of-ight energy measurement, wire
scanners, beam position monitors, and a spectrometer dipole. The measurement programme has been
simulated for the 3 MeV chopper line [103].
Fig. 4.36: Beam diagnostic line for the 3 MeV front-end provided by the IPHI Collaboration
The source current is measured by means of a retractable Faraday cup. Beam position and size are
monitored by a beam prole monitor in the LEBT. The current is measured by a beam current transformer
the position of which remains to be dened. The details of the LEBT are given in Section 4.2.1.
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The MEBT consists of a beam chopper with matching sections upstream and downstream of the
device. Beam current transformers between the rst and the last pair of quadrupoles in the match-
ing sections monitor the transmission through the line. A dedicated halo monitor (see Fig. 4.37) has
been developed to verify the correct operation of the chopper and to provide a transverse image of the
beam [104]. In the transverse plane, the high dynamic range of 106 allows the simultaneous measure-
ment of the thinly populated beam halo and the beam core populated with 108 ions. The halo monitor is







Fig. 4.37: Side view of the beam shape and halo monitor. The system is based on the production and imaging of
secondary electrons that are produced as the H  beam passes through a thin carbon foil.
The normal-conducting part of the linac, consisting of drift-tube linac (DTL), cell-coupled drift
tube linac (CCDTL) and side-coupled linac (SCL), requires diagnostics for the setting-up of each sec-
tion as well as permanently installed equipment for day-to-day operation. During operation, we require
a measurement of beam current, position and prole at various locations along the normal-conducting
linac. This is accomplished by beam current transformers and either secondary electron emission monitor
(SEM) grids or wire scanners. The following locations have been identied for these standard diagnos-
tics. For the DTL, we require a measurement after each of the three tanks. In the CCDTL, a measurement
after each of the eight modules appears appropriate. For the SCL, we foresee a set of measurements after
each of the four modules. This yields a total of 15 locations for current, prole, and position measure-
ment. The possibility of designing an emittance measurement line at the end of the warm linac is under
study.
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Measurements of the transmission as well of beam shape and position will also be required in
the superconducting part of the linac. Unlike the SNS linac, where each cavity is housed in its own
cryostat and the diagnostics is installed in the warm sections in between, the SPL layout is based on long
cryostats. This requires most of the diagnostics to be housed inside the cryostats, as is the case for the
International Linear Collider (ILC) design. A wealth of beam diagnostics for superconducting linacs has
been designed in the frame of the ILC study [105]. Various options for beam position monitors working
at cryogenic temperature appear viable, while diagnostics with movable parts (e.g., laser wire scanners)
need to be installed in warm sections.
4.6 Radio frequency sources
The SPL will use two different RF frequencies: 352.2 MHz up to an energy of 90 MeV and 704.4 MHz
for the rest of the linac. For the 352.2 MHz section, parts of the decommissioned LEP RF system have
been put into storage, including 20 LEP klystrons together with waveguide distribution systems, RF
loads, and circulators. The LEP klystrons were originally used in CW operation and are specied for an
average RF power of 1.3 MW. First tests of pulsing these klystrons have been successfully performed at
CERN [106] using the original LEP power converters (4 MW, 100 kV DC, 40 A). For future operation
in Linac4 and SPL, new, more compact pulsed power converters are foreseen, which are currently under
development at CERN in collaboration with the Centre for Advanced Technology (CAT, Indore, India).
After the successful testing of fast phase and amplitude shifters at CERN [101], [107], the decision
was taken to use multi-megawatt klystrons at 704.4 MHz to feed several superconducting cavities via
waveguide splitters and to adjust phase and amplitude for individual cavities with these devices.
High-power ( 4 MW) long-pulse ( 0.1 ms) klystrons at 704.4 MHz can be easily developed
starting from similar units used in other projects. Different klystron manufacturers have already provided
quotations for devices with peak power of 45 MW and 10% duty cycle.
Even though the RF duty cycle for nominal operation at 5 MW beam power only amounts to
<6%, the RF sources are specied for 10% duty cycle. This offers an operational safety margin that
allows the regular pulse length to be extended in case the source current does not reach its maximum
specied value. Assuming a maximum klystron power of 5 MW and standard two-way power splitters,
44 klystrons at 704.4 MHz are needed to cover the peak power of 150 MW for this frequency. In addition,
14 LEP klystrons are foreseen for the 11.3 MW needed at 352.2 MHz for the normal-conducting part
up to 90 MeV. Table 4.24 lists the power requirements for the two frequencies and for the normal and
superconducting sections [108]. The maximum peak power is dimensioned such that the klystrons still
have a minimum safety margin of 2530% with respect to their maximum rated values. The values
quoted in Table 4.24 do not take into account the extra average power needed for the compensation of
Lorentz-force detuning in the superconducting cavities. For this purpose an extra 30% margin is added
in Table 5.9, which lists the total power requirements for the SPL. On average the 5 MW klystrons have
to deliver 3.4 MW. Each klystron is protected by a circulator from the reected power during charging
and discharging of the superconducting cavities.
In addition to the klystrons, three tetrodes will be used for the buncher cavities in the chopper
line. For this purpose ve 50 kW CW tetrodes (Thomson TH571B) have been recovered from the SPS,
including three control systems. In pulsed mode one can expect up to 100 kW from these devices, which
will have to deliver only  20 kW for each of the buncher cavities.
4.7 Cryogenic infrastructure
4.7.1 General considerations
The design of the superconducting linac has changed considerably since the publication of CDR1 [3],
which was based on the LEP superconducting cavities. As a consequence, the overall cryogenic system
was reviewed for this report. The main difference for the cryogenic installations is the use of new super-
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Table 4.24: RF sources for the SPL (without margin for control power)
No. of 352.2 MHz tetrodes 3
No. of 352.2 MHz LEP klystrons 14
No. of 704.4 MHz klystrons 44
Efciency klystrons (kl) 0.5
Efciency power supplies (ps) 0.85
Efciency wave guide transmission (wg) 0.95
Maximum no. cavities per klystron 8
Total RF peak power 161.6 MW
Average RF plug power ‘neutrino baseline’| 17.0 MW
Average RF plug power ‘EURISOL baseline’| 20.8 MW
Normal-conducting (NC) section
Peak power at 352.2 MHz (copper + beam) 7.7 + 3.6 MW
Peak power at 704.4 MHz (copper + beam) 11.5 + 3.6 MW
RF duty cycle ‘neutrino baseline’ 3.4%
RF duty cycle ‘EURISOL baseline’ 4.5%
Average NC power ‘neutrino baseline’ 0.9 MW
Average NC power ‘EURISOL baseline’ 1.2 MW
Superconducting (SC) section
Peak power at 704.4 MHz (beam) 135.2 MW
RF duty cycle ˇ D 0:65 ‘neutrino baseline’ 4.3%
RF duty cycle ˇ D 1:0 ‘neutrino baseline’ 4.4%
RF duty cycle ˇ D 0:65 ‘EURISOL baseline’ 5.2%
RF duty cycle ˇ D 1:0 ‘EURISOL baseline’ 5.3%
Cryo duty cycle ˇ D 0:65 ‘neutrino baseline’ 4.4%
Cryo duty cycle ˇ D 1:0 ‘neutrino baseline’ 4.6%
Cryo duty cycle ˇ D 0:65 ‘EURISOL baseline’ 5.3%
Cryo duty cycle ˇ D 1:0 ‘EURISOL baseline’ 5.5%
Average SC power ‘neutrino baseline’| 6.0 MW
Average SC power ‘EURISOL baseline’| 7.2 MW
| Without margin for Lorentz detuning.
conducting RF cavities working at 2 K, which implies the use of super-uid helium and sub-atmospheric
conditions for the cryogenic system. The SPL II cryogenic system design is based on the LHC project ex-
perience [109], on the TESLA Technical Design Report [92] and the ILC Technical Design Report [110].
The SPL II cryo-module is based on the TTF III design containing all cryogenic piping inside
the module (Fig. 4.38). Although the design needs to be revised in more detail for SPL II, the TTF III
approach gives a good estimate of the cryogenic system based on previous studies for superconducting
linacs (TESLA and ILC). However, it is clear that any future revision of the cryostat and distribution
system will have a direct impact on the nal design of the cryogenic system, which will need to be
addressed in coming studies. For this purpose, the list of open issues detailed in Section 4.7.4 needs to
be reviewed.
4.7.2 Heat loads
As described in Section 4.3.4, the layout of the superconducting section is based on cavities matched for
particle velocities of ˇ D 0:65 and ˇ D 1:0. These cavities will be grouped in three different cryogenic







Line A:sub−cooled LHe supply
Line C: 5K supply
Line E: 50K supply
thermal
shields
Line D: 8K return
Line F: 75K return
Fig. 4.38: Cryo-module cross-section with operating temperatures
Table 4.25: Nominal and ultimate SC cavity parameters for the dimensioning of the cryogenic system
Eacc Q0 R/Q Active Cav. per No. of String
Section ˇ [MV/m] [1010] [] cavity cryo cryo length
nominal/ultimate length [m] module modules [m]
1 0.65 19/20.9 1/0.5 290 0.692 6 7 85.8
2 1 25/27.5 1/0.5 570 1.064 8 9 135.6
3 1 25/27.5 1/0.5 570 1.064 8 8 120.5
considered for the RF parameters. These two scenarios will be used to dene the maximum installed
capacity required for the cryogenic system.
Most of the heat loads should, where possible, be intercepted at higher temperatures in order to
limit the heat reaching the lowest temperature level, and thus ease the burden on the refrigeration system.
The SPL II cryogenic system has three nominal temperature levels:
 the 2 K temperature of the cavity cold-mass structure,
 a 58 K level for heat interception and radiation screening,
 a 5075 K level for a higher level of heat interception and thermal shielding.
Table 4.26 summarizes the estimated heat loads per cryogenic module for each of these levels of
temperature, for the two cavity types, and for the nominal and ultimate scenarios.
The static heat loads have been rescaled from TTF measurements [92]. These measurements give
an overall estimation for static losses per module. The gures have been rescaled according to the higher
volume and surface of the SPL II cavities.
The RF losses considered at 2 K are proportional to the square of the electric gradient and inversely
proportional to the cavity parameters Q0 and R/Q. A 6% duty cycle has been considered for the dynamic
RF losses, slightly higher than the value quoted in Table 4.24. The beam losses, directly intercepted at
2 K, should not surpass 1 W/m.
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Table 4.26: Estimated heat loads in watts per module assuming a 6% duty cycle
Temperature 2 K 58 K 5075 K
Cavity ˇ 0:65 1:0 0.65 1.0 0.65 1.0
Static loss 3:5 4:4 15.2 18.9 88.7 110.4
Beam loss 11:45 14:26    
RF nom. 21:5 59:6
HOM nom. 8:6 23:8 6.1 102
Coupler nom. 0:64 1:79
Total dynamic nominal 42:2 99:5 6.1 102
RF ult. 51:9 144:2
HOM ult. 20:8 57:7 6.1 102
Coupler ult. 1:56 4:33
Total dynamic ultimate 85:7 220:5 6.1 102
In order to cope with the lack of accurate data for the rest of the dynamic load contributions at 2 K,
it was decided to take into consideration two main contributions related to Higher Order Modes (HOM)
and couplers. In the same way, an overall gure has been given for the dynamic contribution at 58 K
and 5075 K. These different contributions to the dynamic load have been calculated from the TTF TDR
[92] in the following way.
 HOM and coupler loads at 2 K: the only value we know with sufcient certainty for SPL II is the
RF eld contribution. Thus we have used the ratios of HOM loads over RF eld loads and coupler
loads over RF eld loads to calculate the HOM and coupler contributions for the dynamic loads of
the SPL II. These ratios are quoted as 40% and 3%, respectively.
 Dynamic loads at 58 K and 5075 K: in this case we have used the ratios between the dynamic
contributions related to the static contributions at 58 K and 5075 K. This means that the dynamic
loads are 40% and 115% of the static loads at 58 K and 5075 K.
The heat load coming from the superconducting magnets is considered to be negligible and does
not enter the present estimations.
The installed capacities for each temperature level have been calculated as follows:
Qinstalled D max
˚
1:5   1:5Qstat CQdyn, nominal ; 1   1:5Qstat CQdyn, ultimate	 : (4.1)
The installed capacity is the maximum capacity required of the nominal and ultimate scenarios.
An overcapacity factor of 1.5 is applied for static loads for both scenarios. An overcapacity factor of 1.5
is applied for the nominal scenario while no additional overcapacity is applied for the ultimate scenario.
Table 4.27 gives the values for the total heat loads at the three temperature levels. The installed capacity
corresponds to the maximum capacity required of the nominal and ultimate scenarios.
Table 4.27: Total heat load and installed capacities for a 6% cryo duty cycle
Temperature 2 K 58 K 5075 K
Static [W] 99 427 2497
Dynamic nominal [W] 1986 146 2446
Dynamic ultimate [W] 4348 146 2446
Installed capacity [W] 4496 1180 9290
Equivalent at 4.5 K [kW] 15.8
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The cryogenic system requires a total equivalent refrigeration capacity of 15.8 kW at 4.5 K, which
is in accordance with the present state of the art. To compare with the ILC cryo-units (25 kW at 4.5 K),
the equivalent refrigeration capacity at 4.5 K is signicantly smaller. For the cold compressor system,
the required capacity of 4.5 kW at 2 K  quite similar to ILC (4.6 kW at 2 K)  also corresponds to the
present state of the art.
4.7.3 Cryogenic system
The SPL II cryogenic system is based on the ILC cryogenic system. The same working principles
and process layout have been applied. Scaling factors for the denition of the cryogenic system have
been used where possible. However, the description presented here does not include all the technical
parameters which need to be addressed for a technical design report.
Figure 4.39 shows the cooling scheme for the superconducting section. The present layout has
three main strings of cryo-modules, one for ˇ D 0:65 cavities and two for ˇ D 1 cavities (see Table 4.25).
The compact layout has been motivated mainly by lling factor considerations.
Both thermal screens at 58 K and 5075 K are cooled in series (lines CD and EF, respectively).
The cooling at 2 K is supplied in parallel. The cavities are immersed in a saturated super-uid helium bath
lled through the 2 K two-phase header by gravity. The saturated 2 K helium is produced by expansion
of the sub-cooled liquid (line A) through a Joule Thomson valve. At the interconnection of each cryo-
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distribution system
cryoplant
Fig. 4.39: Cooling scheme of the cryogenic system
The cold boxes will be placed in a dedicated building close to the centre of the superconducting
section. A standard CERN metallic wall construction of approximately 1000 m2 is foreseen (building
SDH). It contains the two cold boxes, electrical and controls cabinets and some additional space for
unloading. A composed distribution cryogenic line is required to link the cold boxes to the cryo-module
lines at the higher end of the superconducting linac section. This connection requires a special shaft.
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For the compressor, a standard CERN concrete wall construction of about 1650 m2 is foreseen
(building SH). It contains the screw compressors with their oil removal systems (oil separator, coalescers
and charcoal adsorber), as well as the electrical sub-stations, the instrumentation air production and
some free space for unloading, spare parts storage and work place. The maximum helium inventory is
estimated to be 3.6 t. This includes the helium in the cavities, distribution piping and refrigerator. We
have considered a scaling factor based on the inventory per metre of ILC. An additional safety factor of
1.5 has been considered to include a higher volume of superconducting cavities and safety margins (no
nal design of piping and cryostats). To store this inventory, four horizontal medium-pressure (20 bar)
storage vessels of 250 m3 will be required.
Assuming a 6% maximum cryo duty cycle and a power factor of 250 W/W at 4.5 K the electri-
cal input power is about 4 MW, or 4.75 MW when taking into account the electrical efciency of the
compressors. For the design of the cooling water capacity required, a value equal to the nominal power
consumption is considered, i.e., 4 MW. This covers the needs for the compressors and the cold boxes. The
ventilation required for the compressor building would be about 4% of the nominal power consumption,
i.e., 160 kW. A typical 250 Nm3/h compressed-air unit would suit the instrumentation needs.
4.7.4 Open questions
The main issues are related to heat-load estimations and cryo-module design. The different assumptions
considered for the heat-load estimations need to be reviewed in detail. A dedicated study, if possible
with experimental data, is needed to better dene the different heat loads, especially dynamic effects for
RF equipment at 2 K and dynamic heat loads at the 58 K and 5075 K temperature levels. This will
have a direct impact on the cryogenic design since the assumption of taking the ILC model may have
to be completely reviewed. The distribution cooling scheme should also be reviewed. Considering the
size of the cavities, greater than the ILC ones, and the short length of the superconducting section, the
possibility of having a simplied cryo-module design with a separated distribution cryogenic line should
also be studied. Moreover, the compact design based on three cryo-strings should be reviewed to improve
exibility in case of failure or to accommodate additional components. Sizing of the different cryogenic
lines should then be reviewed in order to cope with the nal heat loads, required power to be extracted
from the cavities, tunnel slope, pressure drops, etc. Additional components such as superconducting
quadrupoles and current leads should be considered for the cryogenic design.
Cool-down, warm-up and other transient regimes should also be considered in order to identify
possible process constraints. Safety issues like accidental discharge in the tunnel must be addressed as
well.
4.8 Vacuum
The vacuum system of the linac facility, which has an overall length close to 700 m, can be divided into
three parts with different vacuum requirements and space constraints: the warm section including the
source (85 m), the cold section composed of all the superconducting cavities (340 m), and the cooled
transfer line (306 m). Owing to the short time that the protons spend in the accelerator, the pressure
requirements given by the lifetime considerations are not stringent. On the contrary, the presence of su-
perconducting cavities necessitates producing a clean and dust-free vacuum having all the characteristics
of the ultra-high vacuum.
The rst section of the SPL machine, which contains the source of protons plus the pre-accelerating
RF cavities, will have complex vacuum vessels and probably little space available for pumps. In order
to avoid the ‘pollution’ of the superconducting cavities, part of this section will probably be baked to




The vacuum system of the superconducting-cavity section must ensure the clean and dust-free
pumping of the delicate superconducting cavities. It could be a copy of the LEP straight sections as the
cavities were operated there. The vacuum system is designed to minimize detrimental gas condensation
inside the helium-cooled cavities. The procedures to operate it are dened to avoid the propagation of
dust particles during the roughing or the venting of these cavities. They also use ultra-high vacuum
standards in order to avoid any contamination of the cavity surface.
The warm vacuum system is a bakeable stainless-steel system with a 100 mm aperture (DN100)
using mainly items recovered from LEP. Powerful pumping stations (400 l/s ion pump and titanium
sublimation pumps) allow the molecules out-gassed in the adjacent warm parts of the vacuum system to
be trapped and their condensation inside the cold modules to be avoided. Inverted magnetron gauges are
used in the vicinity of the cold parts to avoid excessive heat loads to the cold system. All metal roughing
valves allow the roughing stations to be connected to the vacuum system. Each module is isolated by
all-metal gate valves to avoid any contact with the dusty environment of the accelerator tunnel during
their installation and transport.
The vacuum system of the transfer line will be rather simple, but the pressure should be low enough
to avoid the contamination of the cold cavities upstream. It is therefore recommended to extend the use
of UHV standards and to bake out the linac extremity of this transfer line. If possible, the installation of
a window should be foreseen.
The vacuum requirements of the linac facility are given in Table 4.28.
Table 4.28: Vacuum requirements for the different linac sections (mbar)
(Ion source) and LEBT 10 5
RFQ 10 7
MEBT (chopper line) 10 7






5.1 Radiation protection and shielding
In this preliminary shielding design, a simple model was employed to estimate the lateral shielding re-
quired for the SPL, as well as to assess the radiation streaming through the waveguide ducts which will
link the accelerator tunnel to the klystron gallery. Complementary Monte Carlo simulations were per-
formed to conrm the shielding estimates [111]. Two situations were considered, namely normal opera-
tion and accidental beam loss. Beam losses for normal operation were assumed to be 1 W/m, a generally
accepted gure which should keep the induced radioactivity in the machine to a level sufciently low to
permit hands-on maintenance (see, for example, Ref. [112]). An accident scenario considers a full loss
of a 4 MW beam at a single point.
If the surface above the linac is not included in the CERN site, it will be a non-designated area
according to the CERN Radiation Safety Manual [113], so that the dose must be kept below the limit
of public exposure. Outside the fenced areas of the Organization, the dose at any point must not exceed
1.5 mSv per year and the dose actually received by a person must not exceed 0.3 mSv per year. The latter
gure includes both external exposure due to stray radiation and internal exposure due to radioactive
releases from CERN. In the present study, a constraint of 0.1Sv/h was taken for the non-designated-
area scenario. If the piece of land under which the linac will be installed is acquired by CERN, the dose
limit can be higher. We refer here to the area classication as will be given in the new edition of the
CERN Radiation Safety Code to enter into force within the next few months. Areas will be classied
either as supervised radiation areas or as controlled radiation areas according to whether, under normal
working conditions, persons could receive an effective dose exceeding 1 mSv or 6 mSv, respectively, in
any consecutive 12-month period (but always staying below the legal annual limit of 20 mSv). Persons
will be classied as category A or category B workers depending on whether or not they may be exposed
to an effective dose exceeding 6 mSv in a 12-month period. The maximum average dose rates allowed in
supervised and controlled areas are thus 3Sv/h and 10Sv/h, respectively, to account for the worst-case
scenario in which a worker spends 2000 hours per year in the given area. A shielding design is proposed
here for each of the three scenarios1 . The service tunnel housing the klystrons (klystron gallery) is also
underground, but as its access is restricted to CERN personnel it will be classied as either a supervised
or a controlled radiation area.
In addition to the above requirements, in case of a full beam loss the accelerator control system
must be capable of aborting the beam in a time short enough for the integral dose caused by such an
accidental condition to remain negligible.
For the normal operation, the shielding calculations were performed at a few selected energies
between 25 MeV and 3.5 GeV. The most stringent shielding requirements are imposed at the high-energy
end of the accelerator because of the more penetrating component of the secondary neutrons. Below
1 GeV a simple point-source/line-of-sight model was adopted. This model requires the knowledge of the
source term (i.e., the number and energy distribution of the neutrons generated by the interaction of the
proton beam with accelerator components or a target) and of the attenuation length (which accounts for
the shielding properties of the material). At energies above a few GeV the Moyer model was employed,
for which there also exists a formulation for a line source [114]. The line-source model was applied above
1 GeV and the results compared with those of calculations made for a point source. Such a comparison
has shown that the two calculations give similar results if one assumes a beam loss over a distance of
1Given the safety margin included in the present shielding design and considering that the real occupation time of areas with
the presence of radiation is well below 2000 hours per year (which is used in the calculations), the above dose-rate constraints
are positively conservative.
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about 7 m concentrated at a single point. To be on the safe side, in the present assessment calculations
for all energies (from 25 MeV to 3.5 GeV) were made assuming 10 W point losses every 10 m. This
assumption was recently validated with FLUKA simulations and adopted for the shielding design of
Linac4 [115, 116].
Table 5.1 gives the thicknesses of the concrete shield as a function of proton energy that are
required to meet the design dose rates of 0.1Sv/h for a non-designated area, 3Sv/h for a supervised
radiation area, and 10Sv/h for a controlled radiation area. Source terms and attenuation lengths used
for the calculations are taken from Ref. [117] (for copper rather than niobium, but this is a minor source
of error) for the energy interval 25800 MeV and from the Moyer model for 1 GeV and above.
Table 5.1: Minimum shielding thickness required to reduce the dose rate to below 0.1Sv/h (limit for public
exposure), 3Sv/h (supervised radiation area), and 10Sv/h (controlled radiation area)
Beam energy Intensity (protons per Required shielding (metres of concrete)
[MeV] second) per 10 W loss Public Supervised Controlled
25 2:5  1012 1.6 1.2 1.1
50 1:3  1012 1.8 1.4 1.2
100 6:2  1011 2.7 2.0 1.8
200 3:1  1011 4.1 3.1 2.8
300 2:1  1011 4.8 3.6 3.2
400 1:6  1011 5.2 4.0 3.5
600 1:0  1011 5.7 4.3 3.8
800 7:8  1010 6.1 4.6 4.0
1000 6:2  1010 6.5 4.9 4.3
2000 3:1  1010 6.6 5.0 4.4
3500 1:8  1010 6.6 5.0 4.4
A simplied model of the SPL was implemented with the FLUKA Monte Carlo code in order to
validate the analytical calculations [111]. Four beam energies were investigated: 300 MeV, 600 MeV,
1 GeV, and 3.5 GeV. The supervised radiation area scenario was chosen as the representative scenario
amongst the three discussed above. A total of nine cavities were modelled in FLUKA as 0.5-m-long
hollow cylinders with 30 mm inner radius and 70 mm outer radius. The cavities are surrounded by a
hollow 5-mm-thick steel cylinder, 0.5 m in radius, representing the cryostat. The distance between two
adjacent cavities is 0.5 m. A 30 mm radius beam-pipe made of steel connects each cavity to the next one.
The nine cavities are distributed along the axis of a concrete cylinder, 10 m long and 2 m in radius, which
represents the tunnel. The concrete shielding was assigned the minimum thickness required to meet the
3Sv/h constraint.
Figure 5.1 shows the ambient dose equivalent H*(10) around the niobium cavities during opera-
tion. The total power lost inside the tunnel is the same for all scenarios (i.e., 10 W), but the dose rate
distribution obviously depends on the beam energy. The maximum ambient dose equivalent rates scored
with FLUKA are given in Table 5.2. The shielding thickness calculated with the analytical method is in
overall good agreement with the FLUKA results and tends to be rather conservative, except at 600 MeV
where the analytical method slightly underestimates the dose past the shield.
A beam-loss monitoring system, interlocked with the accelerator control, will be needed to ensure
that during operation losses stay below the specied value of 1 W/m.
A shielding designed for a continuous beam loss of 1 W/m (or 10 W point loss) during routine
operation is also adequate for an accidental loss of the full beam at a localized point, provided that the
control system can intervene and stop the beam within a pre-dened time. If the linac is stopped within
10 ms, the integral dose delivered to a public, supervised, or controlled area in this time interval is of the
order of 0.1Sv, 1Sv, and 10Sv, respectively.
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Fig. 5.1: Side cross-sectional view of the tunnel (cylindrical geometry) with the radiation levels (ambient dose
equivalent rate in Sv/h) for losses at 300 MeV, 600 MeV, 1 GeV, and 3.5 GeV. The z-r scales are in
centimetres, with z representing the tunnel axis. The beam propagates from left to right on r D 0. The
RF cavities are centred along r D 0, the dashed line at r D 50 cm represents the cryostat. The colour
scale is in Sv/h; the white area represents dose equivalent rates < 1Sv/h.
Table 5.2: Maximum ambient dose equivalent rate past the shield as a function of beam energy (FLUKA simu-
lations) for a beam loss of 10 W. The shielding thicknesses are those giving 3Sv/h with the simple
point-source/line-of-sight model.
Energy [MeV] 300 600 1000 3500
Shielding [m] 3.3 3.8 4.4 4.4
Distance from beam axis [m] 6 8 10 10
H*(10) [Sv/h] 2.3 3.2 1.1 1.8
In the present design several ducts connect the linac and klystron tunnels, housing the waveguides
linking the klystrons to the RF cavities. At the exit of multi-leg straight ducts, the dose equivalent is
dominated by the contribution from low- and intermediate-energy neutrons. The transmission of neutrons
around right-angled bends can be estimated by means of universal transmission curves [117]. These
curves provide the attenuation factor after the rst and the subsequent legs as a function of the distance
from the tunnel mouth and the duct cross-section.
The waveguides of the SPL may be divided into three sections. In the rst section protons are
accelerated up to 90 MeV. There are 14 waveguides distributed along 49 m with 60  16 cm2 cross-
section. The second section, where protons reach 180 MeV, is 36 m long and includes six ducts (29.2 
14.6 cm2). The superconducting section (above 180 MeV) is 342 m in length and includes 69 ducts (29.2
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 14.6 cm2). The klystron gallery is 12 m wide in the warm section (0180 MeV) and 4 m wide in the
superconducting section (>180 MeV). The horizontal distance between the mouths at the two ends of
the ducts will consequently be 3.5 m in the warm section and 9 m in the superconducting section. The
vertical distance will be 5 m in both cases.
The case of two-leg waveguides was studied rst, because of their technical and economic ad-
vantage with respect to multi-leg guides. Point losses of 10 W (off the duct axis) were assumed in the
SPL tunnel. Table 5.3 provides the dose rate expected at the mouth of the ducts in the klystron gallery
(Hklystron) as a function of the beam energy.
Table 5.3: Attenuation properties of two-leg ducts connecting the SPL tunnel to the klystron gallery. For each
energy the ambient dose equivalent rate H*(10) in the linac tunnel, the transmission factor of the two
legs, and the H*(10) in the klystron gallery are given.
Energy
[MeV]
25 50 100 200 300 400 800 1000 2000 3500
Hlinac
[Sv/h]
0.63 0.81 1.08 1.46 1.73 1.8 1.8 2.93 2.48 2.19
1st leg
transm.
< 10 3 < 10 3 < 10 3 < 10 3 < 10 3 < 10 3 < 10 3 < 10 3 < 10 3 < 10 3
2nd leg
transm.
< 10 4 < 10 4 < 10 4 < 10 4 < 10 4 < 10 4 < 10 4 < 10 4 < 10 4 < 10 4
Hklystr
[Sv/h]
< 0:1 < 0:1 < 0:1 < 0:2 < 0:2 < 0:2 < 0:2 < 0:3 < 0:3 < 0:3
The attenuation factors given in Ref. [117] are a function of the normalized distance dn D d=
p
A,
where d is the leg length and A is the cross-sectional area of the duct. The attenuation factors decrease
with increasing dn. However, in Ref. [117] these factors are only given for dn < 10, whilst in our case
11 < dn < 44. To be on the safe side, the attenuation factor corresponding to dn D 10 was taken for
all legs. Even under this conservative assumption, the two-leg ducts as described above comply very
well with the constraints of a supervised radiation area (< 3Sv/h). In the room-temperature section
of the SPL, the contribution of the radiation streaming through the ducts is negligible with respect to
the radiation transmitted through the 2.6 m thick layer of rock between the linac tunnel and the klystron
gallery.
A preliminary investigation of the induced radioactivity in the linac was also performed using
FLUKA [111]. For a six-month irradiation with a beam loss of 1 W/m, values range from a maximum
of about 5  108 Bq (for one-hour waiting time) down to a minimum of 2  105 Bq (for one-year wait).
The average specic activity ranges from about 104 Bq/g to 200 Bq/g for one-hour waiting time, and
in the range 2  103 Bq/g to a few Bq/g for a cooling time of one year. The induced radioactivity is
obviously not uniformly distributed, with the material close to the loss point more active, and scales with
the deposited power.
As the project advances, the present preliminary shielding and duct design will have to be con-
rmed by detailed Monte Carlo simulations. The design of the beam dumps will need careful attention.
The shielding of the transfer line will have to be designed. Further issues which will have to be consid-
ered are groundwater activation, as well as radioactive air and liquid releases. An aspect which will have
to be carefully addressed is the induced radioactivity in the linac and surrounding structures (shielding,
support structures, cables and cable-trays, etc.), this also in view of assessing the amount of radioactive
waste to be handled at the time of the facility’s decommissioning.
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5.2 Civil engineering
The main guidelines for the design of the civil-engineering parts of the linac were, as far as possible,
 to minimize the civil-engineering costs (construction costs and re-use of existing tunnels and in-
frastructure);
 to respect the tunnel depth and shielding specied by radiation protection;
 to provide an easy connection with the ISR tunnel, the PS (clockwise injection), and with the
ISOLDE area; and
 to minimize the environmental impact.
For CDR1 ve alternative positions of the linac were compared. After an analysis of their ad-
vantages and disadvantages and a brief cost estimation, the site parallel to Route Gregory, immediately
outside of the existing CERN fence, was chosen. The linac tunnel and a parallel klystron gallery fol-
lowed this road for 800 m on Swiss territory. For this solution, the connections with the ISR, the PS and
ISOLDE could re-use a maximum of existing tunnels, and a cut-and-cover excavation technique could
minimize the construction costs. The nal environmental impact was minimum (most of the site is at
present an empty grass eld) and a maximum of existing buildings on the Meyrin site could be re-used.
Access to the site was easy from the existing Route Gregory.
Following the design changes of the SPL, a new version of the civil-engineering layout is now be-
ing considered (Fig. 5.2). The overall length of the linac tunnel is now 470 m, cross-sectional dimensions
being 4 m in width by 4.80 m in height. At the end of the linac, there is a 20-m-long dump tunnel.
In order to take into account the shielding requirements imposed by radiation-protection consider-
ations and the location of the ISR, the level of the top section of the tunnel is about 17 m below ground
level and its slope is 1.3% (Fig. 5.3). The underground structures are made of reinforced concrete with a
thickness of the order of 0.4 m for walls, 0.60.7 m for oors and covering slabs, to be determined more
precisely at a later stage of the design. Figure 5.4 shows a transverse cut of the tunnel. Tunnel works are
carried out partially using the cut-and-cover method (earthworks, diaphragm wall or sheet piling) and
partially by road-header, optimizing the depth with reference to predicted costs and environmental im-
pact. One access shaft is located at the start of the linac tunnel for transfer of the equipment. Figure 5.5
shows a cross-section with the access shaft.
Rather than considering klystron buildings above ground, a tunnel alternative has been chosen
in order to reduce the environmental impact. The klystron tunnel is 470 m long, with cross-sectional
dimensions of 12 m in width by 4 m in height in the rst 95 m, and of 4 m in width by 4 m in height in
the following 375 m. The depth of the underside of the cover slab is about 1 m below ground level at the
start and the end of the tunnel. Its slope is approximately 2.25%. The tunnel works are carried out using
the cut-and-cover method. Figure 5.6 shows a cross-section of the rst 95 m.
The location of the accumulator and compressor ring is likely to change in future revisions of the
SPL layout. For lack of well studied alternatives, however, we assume as in CDR1 that such a ring will be
installed in the tunnel of the old Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) which is in principle available for this
purpose. Therefore the CDR1 layout has been adopted even though it is already clear that the transfer
line radius will have to be increased from the present 100 m to  220m. The length of the present
transfer tunnel connecting the linac with the ISR is about 150 m and is likely to increase once the radius
is increased to  220m. The cross-sectional dimensions are the same as those of the linac tunnel. It
will have a slope of about 1.65%, governed by the present location of the ISR. In this case, tunnel works
are carried out using excavation by road-header, since this tunnel is too short to use a tunnel-boring
machine. The level of the top section of the tunnel is about 14 m underground, and 6 m into the molasse.
The transfer tunnel is connected to both the ISR and the TT1 tunnel via a new cavern. The TT1 tunnel,
and further on the TT6 tunnel, connects the linac with the PS ring (clockwise). No civil-engineering
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- ACCESS  BUILDING - 20 x 10 x 7 m  - CONCRETE STEEL
- AIR TUNNEL PULSION - 10 x 9 x 4 m
- COOLING TOWERS AND PRIMARY PUMPING STATION - SF 45 x 22 x 14 (+5) m - CONCRETE
- COOLING HEATING VENTILATION - SU 25 x 20 x 7 m
- HELIUM COMPRESSOR - SH 30 x 55 x 9.5 m
- COLD BOXES - SDH 25 x 40 x 12.5 m
- SLAB FLOOR TANK HELIUM - 22.5 x 35 m - CONCRETE
- CONTROL ROOM - SCX 10 x 10 x 10 m + 8 x 6 x 3 m - CONCRETE STEEL GLASS
- POWER CONVERTERS - SR 40 x 15 x 8 m - CONCRETE STEEL
- AIR TUNNEL EXTRACTION - 10 x 9 x 4 m
- ELECTRICAL SUB-STATION 18 kV - 15 x 45 x 6 m
- ELECTRICAL SUB-STATION 66 kV AND FILTERS AND COMPENSATOR - 115 x 50 m - CONCRETE PLATFORM
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scale
longitudinal section












Fig. 5.3: Side view of the linac tunnel
SPL project − linac and klystron tunnel












Fig. 5.5: Cross-section with access and access shaft
SPL Project − linac and klystron tunnel
Fig. 5.6: Cross-section of the linac and klystron tunnels (first 95 m)
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A connection with ISOLDE (Fig. 5.7) can be made via the TT6 tunnel, requiring a new tunnel
section of about 40 m length which includes a dump of 10 m length. The tunnel oor level is horizontal,
to avoid the risk of irradiation to Route Democrite, and crosses the existing TT70 tunnel which is no
longer in use. In this preliminary design, a vertical shaft links the transfer tunnel with the ISOLDE area.
The exact position and angle of the beam entering the area will be dened according to ISOLDE’s future
plans. Tunnel works are again carried out using excavation by road-header.
SPL connection TT6 − ISOLDE










Fig. 5.7: Connection of the transfer tunnel to ISOLDE, plan view
For the services related to the machine, the new surface buildings and related ancillary structures
that are directly linked to the running of the machine are described in Table 5.4. For a preliminary
analysis of the layout, all the new buildings have been placed on the new land to be acquired by CERN
across Route Gregory (Fig. 5.2).
No additional road networks need to be created. The existing roads provide access to all surface
buildings, to the shafts and the underground machine facilities (Route Gregory). However, some adapta-
tion of the existing roads is likely to be required. Car parks and areas for handling equipment are foreseen
around the buildings and the shafts. A new plot of land has to be integrated in the CERN Meyrin site,
through negotiations with the relevant Swiss authorities. A positive preliminary answer has been given to
CERN’s Local Affairs section. Nevertheless, particular care will have to be given to the nal landscaping
of this area, with the intervention of a landscape designer.
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Table 5.4: Surface buildings
Purpose Name Dimensions| Material Particularity
Control room SCX 18×10×10 Concrete, steel, False oor under racks
glass
Power converters SR 40×15×8 Concrete, steel False oor under racks
Overhead crane (10 t)
Helium compressor SH 55×30×9.5 Concrete Overhead crane (20 t)
Cold boxes SDH 40×25×12.5 Concrete, steel Overhead crane (5 t)
Slab oor for helium tank 22.5×35 Concrete 
Cooling, heating, ventilation SU 25×20×7 Concrete False oor (2 m)
Overhead crane (5 t)
Electrical sub-station (18 kV) 15×45×6 Concrete False oor (2 m)
Overhead crane (5 t)
Electrical sub-station (66 kV), 115×50 Concrete platform False oor (2 m)
lters and compensators Overhead crane (5 t)
Air tunnel 10×9×4 Concrete 
Air tunnel extraction 10×9×4 Concrete 
Cooling towers and primary SF 45×22×14 Concrete 
pumping station
| Dimensions are specified as: length [m] × width [m] or length [m] × width [m] × height [m]
5.3 Cooling and ventilation
5.3.1 Primary cooling plant
The cooling is achieved by means of cooling towers which dump into the atmosphere all the power
dissipated as heat, by both machine elements and their facilities. The primary cooling circuit collects
cold water from the basin of the cooling towers and delivers it to the different users, who can either use
the primary water to directly cool their equipment (as in the case of cryo-compressors) or, if required by
the process, to cool down the secondary circuits. Cooling towers and primary pumping station equipment
will be housed in the same building (SF), much in the fashion of the cooling towers built for the new
experimental areas of the LHC at points 1 and 5. This building should be erected in concrete (on account
of the noise made by the machinery) and close to the other cooling equipment buildings to minimize the
cost of the necessary distribution piping. Two cells, of a specic capacity of 20MW (allowing a spare
cell for maintenance or breakdowns) will be necessary.
The cooling temperature of the cooling towers is conditioned by the thermodynamic characteristics
of the outside air, the nal cold source. The cooling-tower water will reach temperatures of about 24ıC
during the summer months in the Geneva region, which in turn entails temperatures of the order of 26ıC
for the secondary circuits.
The primary water will be routed to the cooling technical building (SU) housing the secondary
cooling plant (heat exchangers and demineralized water distribution pumps) and the chilled (or mixed)
water production plant. Chilled water, at 6ıC, is used for air conditioning (or when required by the pro-
cess for specic cooling) purposes. Table 5.5 summarizes the primary cooling needs and the parameters
dening the primary circuit.
5.3.2 Secondary cooling plant
The secondary cooling circuits are used when the process to be cooled requires a cooling medium other
than raw (drinking quality) water. This is usually the case for magnets and RF ampliers where dem-
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Table 5.5: Primary cooling needs and cooling-circuit parameters
T Power P Flow rate
[K] [MW] [bar] [m3/h]
Primary cooling SPL 9 16.8 5 1600
Cryo-compressors 5.7 4.0 5 600
ineralized water is necessary. The klystrons may be a particular case in that they sometimes require
a somewhat lower resistivity of the secondary cooling circuit water, usually achieved by ‘doping’ the
demineralized-water circuit. The secondary circuits extract the heat dissipated by the warm sources and
convey this heat to the primary source via heat exchangers.
In order to minimize the cost and complexity of the cooling facilities, ‘lumped’ cooling circuits
are used which are shared amongst machine components requiring similar cooling characteristics. The
schematic diagram of the main cooling plant (housed in building SU) is shown in Fig. 5.8. The production
of compressed air (300 Nm3/h) for instrumentation (cryogenics) will also be housed in the SU building.
It is customary to house as much of the equipment as possible in the cooling technical building, in
order to simplify the associated operation and maintenance costs. However, as can be seen in Fig. 5.8,
some minor circuits will be located outside the SU building. This is the case for the beam dump, which
will sit in the non-accessible machine tunnels on account of the induced radioactivity.
The SU building would have approximately 25 m 20 m plan dimensions and a height of 5 m, with
a false oor of 2 m. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 summarize the secondary and tertiary cooling circuits required.
When the integration studies of the equipment are carried out, particular attention must be paid to
the space required by the water distribution lines (demineralized and chilled water, compressed air) in
the tunnels, in view of their size.
Table 5.6: Secondary cooling circuits
Item Fluid Power Pmax T Flow rate
[kW] [bar] [K] [m3/h]
Klystron Demineralized water 11000 8:5 7:5 1300
RF loads Demineralized water 4500 8:5 20 200
RT cavities Demineralized water 800 8:5 10 70
Magnets (quadrupole) Demineralized water 100 12 15 6
Magnets (bending) Demineralized water 300 12 15 17
Dump linac Demineralized water 100 12 15 6
Table 5.7: Air-conditioning/chilled-water requirements























4.5 MW 200 m/h  3
RF loads
Fig. 5.8: Schematic diagram of the main cooling plant
5.3.3 Chilled-water plant
The chilled-water plant provides the cold uid (612ıC) necessary for the air conditioning of the different
spaces and for the cooling of racks and electronics.
Three mid-range capacity screw compressors (500 kW each) should be installed to provide for all
the SPL project needs. This allows for one group to be employed as ‘hot’ spare in case of maintenance or
breakdowns. Chilled water will be distributed via dedicated circuits to the different users. For the same
reasons mentioned above in the case of the SFSU siting, the closer the end-users are to the SU building
the more economical the insulated distribution piping will be. If necessary, for direct cooling of racks or
electronics at temperatures above the dew point, a tertiary circuit could be made (via a heat exchanger
and distribution pumps) using chilled water as secondary.
This schematic is for indicative purposes only; the nal layout of the stations (pumps and circuits
grouping) can only be determined when the detailed engineering is complete.
5.3.4 Air-conditioning (HVAC) plants
The different buildings requiring air conditioning will be built with a technical room for the installation
of the HVAC plants, of sufcient surface to allow the installation of the equipment and the subsequent
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maintenance; this is in addition to the buildings dened for the HVAC needs of the machine tunnels.
The SCX building would require a technical room 8 m  6 m (3 m high) next to an external wall of the
building (for the fresh air intake). The SH unit, installed preferably inside the building proper, would
require the same free surface. The SR unit would require a surface of 3 m  3 m.
The operation parameters for the air conditioning in the SH building would be somewhat different
from those linked to comfort applications, leaving the ambient temperature to reach higher temperatures
(in the order of the 3035ıC) in order to reduce the HVAC equipment size and cost. Comfort or rack
applications usually require more stringent temperature conditions (ambient temperature in the order of
25ıC).
Smoke extraction installations, as required by law, will have to be studied at a later stage when
details on the equipment layout and installation are known.
5.3.5 Power requirements
Table 5.8 summarizes the power requirements for the operation of the cooling and ventilation equipment.
Table 5.8: Power requirements for cooling and ventilation
Item Location Power (kW) cos  D 0:8
Cooling towers SF 600
Primary pumps SF 500
Demin. and chilled water pumps SU 700
Chilled water production SU 600
HVAC tunnel HVAC pulsion bldg. 900
HVAC SCX SCX 120
HVAC SH SH 400
HVAC SR SR 50
Total 3870
5.4 Electrical infrastructure
An estimation of the electrical power requirements for the different components of the SPL facility is
presented in Table 5.9. The nal power requirements will depend on the performance of the normal-
conducting and superconducting RF cavities and the pulse structure used for operation.
Table 5.9: Electrical power requirements (MW) of the SPL (r.m.s. values)
Load 4 MW neutrino 5 MW EURISOL
baseline baseline
RF system| 20:2 24:4
Cryogenics 3:6 4:4
Cooling and ventilation 4 4
Other 1 1
General services (surface C tunnel), racks, computers, controls 3 3
Total 32 37
| Including 30% margin to compensate for Lorentz-force detuning in the SC cavities.
The current study is based on the power requirements for the SPL EURISOL baseline (right col-
umn). Owing to the high costs of the 4 km of 66 kV cable and power transformers, the link between
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PrØvessin and Meyrin already takes into consideration possible future upgrades of the SPL in order to
avoid replacement of these very costly components.
So far, we assume that all major electrical loads (RF, cryogenics and CV) are stable, non-pulsating
loads and that the RF pulsing is absorbed in the power supplies. However, because of the high contents of
rectier load, a Static Var Compensator (SVC) will most likely be required to obtain a satisfactory mains
quality with respect to harmonic distortion and voltage stabilization. At the same time, the reactive power
will be compensated such that MW and MVA are almost equal.
The overall electrical consumption will be around 40 MW. For comparison, the Meyrin electrical
network with the PS and Booster in operation consumes about 25 MW during the full-load period in
summer. The SPL EURISOL baseline will have almost twice the power consumption of the entire Meyrin
network, and corresponds to about 30% of total LHC consumption. Owing to its large power demand,
the SPL cannot be integrated into the existing electrical infrastructure of Meyrin; a new power in-feed
from PrØvessin and a large new 66/18 kV substation in Meyrin will be necessary (Fig. 5.9). Standard
solutions developed for LEP/LHC will be applied to a large extent.
Fig. 5.9: Layout of CERN’s standard 66/18 kV substation
The total power available from the PrØvessin 66 kV system is 220 MVA: two transformers, each
with 110 MVA. The total existing requirements will be around 180 MVA, including the LHC require-
ments estimated to be around 125130 MVA. Adding the power requirements for the SPL to the existing
66 kV station would bring CERN’s entire 66 kV system, including LHC, too close to 100% of its thermal
limits or even overload the system. Any future upgrade of the SPL or any other additional high-power
user could certainly not be covered with the existing 400 kV installation. Clearly, a new in-feed from
400 kV will be needed right from the beginning.
This will require a new 400 kV bay in CERN’s major 400 kV substation, including a new 400/66 kV
transformer in PrØvessin. From the 66 kV side of the transformer there will be a 66 kV cable from
PrØvessin to Meyrin, terminating in Meyrin with a 66/18 kV transformer and a major 18 kV substation.
Depending on the nal power requirements of SPL upgrades or other users on the Meyrin site, the possi-
bility of future extension with a second 66 kV cable and a second 66/18 kV transformer will be reserved.
From the 18 kV substation, there will be 18 kV cables to the 18/0.4 kV individual distribution trans-
formers and to the 18/3.3 kV transformers for cryogenics, as well as to large RF power converters being
supplied directly from the 18 kV level (see Fig. 5.10).
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RF Cryo 3.3 kV Gen. Serv. 0.4 kV
link to Meyrin 30 MVASVC
400 kV EDF
Fig. 5.10: Proposed electrical distribution system for the SPL
Based on previous experience with repeated cable trench digging between Meyrin and PrØvessin,
it is strongly proposed to install a cable duct or gallery between these two major CERN sites. Previous
experience has shown that such a cable duct would be amortized within ve to seven years, since addi-
tional cabling needs (including optical bres) arise on average every three years. This would give the
possibility of a second 66 kV link and of a new crucial 18 kV cable MP6 between PrØvessin and Meyrin.
Depending on the nal power requirements and their geographical distribution, there might be the
need for an underground cavern for an electrical substation.
The new electrical system is proposed as follows:
400 kV system (PrØvessin): An additional 400 kV bay, including a 400/66 kV transformer and
circuit breaker. Displacement or modication (into two levels) of the existing 400 kV incoming overhead
line will be required in order to gain the space for the transformer and circuit breaker.
66 kV system: The 400/66 kV transformer will supply a new 66 kV station with two outgoing
feeders. One feeder is needed for the SPL EURISOL baseline, and there should be provision for a
second one for possible SPL upgrades or future additional users. At the Meyrin end of the 66 kV cable,
there will be a 66/18 kV transformer rated 70 MVA, feeding a new major 18 kV substation. It is proposed
to install the 66/18 kV station in the close vicinity of the SPL to minimize cabling and electrical losses.
18 kV system (Meyrin): The 18 kV system will be the backbone of the SPL power distribution.
The 18 kV substation will be directly behind the main 66/18 kV transformer, as the connection needs to
transmit very high currents. As a rough estimation, a large substation with about 30 cubicles will be
required to transmit the power of 40 MW. In addition, a 30 MVA bidirectional connection to the Meyrin
18 kV network (Station SW or ME9) is proposed in order to have a backup supply in both directions, for
critical infrastructures. As for the LHC, the 18 kV station will be divided into two individual sections for
Machine and General Services.
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An 18 kV SVC will be required for harmonic ltering, voltage stabilization and reactive power
control. It will consist of six or seven harmonic lters and a thyristor controlled rectier for fast dynamic
control.
3.3 kV system: It should be installed in conjunction with the cryogenics installation, to save civil-
engineering costs by using a part of the cryogenic building. A rst estimation points to a switchboard
with approximately twelve to fteen 3.3 kV cubicles. It may be required to feed the system from two
sources, depending on the requirements of the project (e.g., diesel generator backup). The 18/3.3 kV
transformers will be placed close to the 3.3 kV substation.
0.4 kV system: The 18/0.4 kV transformers and low-voltage switchboards always need to be in-
stalled in close vicinity of the load, to minimize voltage drop and electrical losses. It might be necessary
to install some of these large components underground.
General Service installations: General services in the buildings and underground, as well as aux-
iliary and safety systems, would be designed using the standard solutions applied CERN-wide by the
electrical service since the construction of LEP.
Generator backup: The SPL project with its associated critical systems (e.g., cryogenics) might
require a dedicated 3.3 kV diesel generator backup of about 1 MW.
Uninterruptible power supplies (UPS): Safety critical systems (e.g., cryogenics controls) might
require redundant uninterruptible power supplies, as used for the LHC.
5.5 Access control, safety, interlocks
As the SPL infrastructure is considered a primary beam area, an access control system and a machine
interlock safety system will be installed to ensure personnel and equipment protection. The SPL infras-
tructure will be subdivided into three areas equipped with the usual CERN access equipment dedicated
to primary beam area access (identication access points, search sectors).
The personnel protection is ensured by the machine interlock system; thus, in access mode, a
VETO signal hampers any activation of specic machine equipment (beam stopper, RF modulators,
power supplies). All the access procedures will be supervised by an operator from the CERN Control
Centre (CCC). As for the existing PS primary beam areas, warnings will be activated in the SPL areas
before beam operation.
The re and gas detection policy will be based on the CERN Fire Protection Code [118] and on
the CERN Flammable Gas Code [119]. CERN policy is to protect rst and foremost the integrity of
the people inside the installations, followed by the environment and the equipment. Consequently, and





6.1 Upgrade options and their limitations
Generally there are three upgrade paths to achieve higher beam power with the SPL: lengthening the
beam pulse, raising the nal energy of the linac, or raising the beam current. All three options, which are
discussed in the following, have to conform to the design rule of keeping uncontrolled beam losses below
the threshold of 1 W/m. Furthermore, the installations in the SPL tunnel for electricity, cooling water,
and cryogenics will have to be upgraded to meet the increased demands. The electrical infrastructure on
the Meyrin site which has to be put into place for the nominal SPL (see Chapter 5, Section 5.4) already
foresees the possibility of future upgrades. The infrastructure for cooling water and cryogenics will have
to be upgraded in accordance with the operational experience of the nominal SPL.
6.1.1 Longer beam pulses
The maximum pulse length is determined by the 10 % duty cycle of the 704.4 MHz pulsed klystrons.
At 50 Hz repetition rate this duty cycle corresponds to a maximum RF pulse length of 2 ms. Taking into
account the time needed to ll the SC cavities and to stabilize the cavity voltage, the theoretical maximum
beam pulse length is  1:6ms. Since the installed RF peak power is designed to cover an average pulse
current of 40 mA, one could achieve a maximum beam power of  11 MW. The normal-conducting
cavities below 180 MeV are designed for 15% duty cycle and the LEP klystrons used for this section
were originally used in CW operation, so that there should be no bottleneck in this area. Depending on
the required beam structure, the 3 MeV beam chopper, together with the MEBT, may have to be replaced.
The only serious limitation for longer beam pulses is the availability of suitable H  sources. At present,
there is no H  source available that is capable of delivering even the nominal SPL beam (see Chapter
4, Section 4.2.1). In the course of the R&D work for the SPL H  source, it will become clear whether
pulses of the order of 2 ms are realistic. If, on the other hand, part of the required high-power beam can
be covered with protons instead of H , then it is conceivable to construct a second front end (source,
RFQ, chopper) and to use a proton source capable of delivering high currents at high duty cycles.
Altogether a power upgrade by a factor of 2 using longer beam pulses seems to be realistic with
only little investment.
6.1.2 Higher energy
A rise in beam energy can be achieved simply by adding more superconducting modules at the end of the
linac. Every additional 75 m of SC cavities will raise the beam energy by 1 GeV and increase the beam
power by 30% (compared to the nominal 3.5 GeV). In this case, however, a long enough tunnel has to
be foreseen from the beginning of the construction to accommodate additional SC cavities. One of the
limitations in this scenario is the increase in stripping losses due to a) the magnetic elds in the dipoles
of any subsequent transfer line and b) the stripping of electrons due to black-body radiation of the beam
pipe.
The magnetic stripping increases with rising beam energy and can be estimated with a simple
formula for the H  lifetime in magnetic elds (Ref. [120]). Using ts from experimental data [121, 122,
123], one can determine the maximum magnetic eld to keep the beam loss per metre below a certain
threshold. Figure 6.1(a) shows the resulting minimum arc radius for a 4 MW beam with a maximum
acceptable loss level of 0.1 W/m for various beam energies. For this plot it was assumed that the arcs
have a geometrical dipole lling factor of 60%. In Fig. 6.1(b) one can see the stripping losses with
respect to the magnetic eld strength in the arc dipoles, again assuming a 4 MW beam. For higher beam
power the stripping losses will scale linearly with the beam power. For the installation on the CERN site
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Fig. 6.1: (a) Minimum arc radius for a 4 MW beam for
different energies, assuming 0.1 W/m stripping
losses and 60% geometrical dipole filling factor
(b) Stripping losses versus magnetic field strength in
the arc dipoles (4 MW beam at 3.5 GeV)
it is preferable to have small bending radii in order to simplify the layout of transfer lines to the different
users (PS, EURISOL, neutrino applications, etc.).
H  stripping due to black-body radiation is a relatively new phenomenon and is still under study.
Thermal photons are Doppler shifted so that their cross-section overlaps with that for H  stripping.
According to studies made for the Fermilab 8 GeV proton driver project [124, 125], the SPL beam at
3.5 GeV would experience stripping losses of the order of 1 W/m if the transfer line is operated at room
temperature. Using a cold beam-screen inside the vacuum pipe, e.g., at nitrogen gas temperature (150 K),
would reduce the stripping losses by more than a factor of 10 to approximately the same level as the
assumed H  stripping due to the magnetic elds in the bending dipoles.
An energy (and power) upgrade by a factor 2 seems realistic, although the difculties connected
with H  stripping become much more severe at increasing energy levels. The only option to by-pass
the problem of H  stripping is to have a straight transfer line which is as short as possible. This option,
however, is limited by the need to reduce the linac energy jitter via a system of debunching cavities, long
drifts, and re-buncher cavities (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5.1).
6.1.3 Higher current
A signicant increase in beam current will be severely limited by the availability of suitable H  sources
and will possibly require the installation of two new front ends (source, RFQ, chopper line) together
with a beam funnel before the DTL. Furthermore, this option requires the installation of additional
klystrons in the existing klystron gallery and a re-installation of the complete RF power distribution
system. Higher currents will yield increased space-charge forces and emittance growth, and will thus
make it more difcult to keep the beam losses below 1 W/m. In particular, the beam transport in the
chopper line or the beam dynamics in a beam funnel pose signicant risks for emittance blow up. In
the SC section new power couplers with higher power transmission capabilities would be needed and
the higher beam loading in the SC cavities will make it more difcult to control the RF phases and
amplitudes at the required levels.
Small increases in beam current (< 10%) may, however, be possible since most systems are de-




6.2.1 Machine and personnel protection
The machine (MPS) and personnel protection systems (PPS) will follow the established CERN safety
rules as mentioned in Chapter 5, Section 5.5.
The fastest element to switch off the beam is the H  ion source. However, stops of several minutes
or hours will destabilize the source and long start-up times may be required for a re-start. The down-time
of the source can be reduced to 12 s if a beam stopper is used in the LEBT, which needs approximately
1 s to be inserted into the beam line. In order to have a redundant safety system, a second beam stopper
should be foreseen in the LEBT.
The area downstream of the linac will be protected by switching off the rst bending magnet in the
transfer line connecting the linac with either the accumulator/compressor ring or the subsequent users
and/or accelerators. At the same time a beam plug will be inserted in the transfer line while the beam is
collected in a low-power dump at the end of the linac.
Once the beam is cut off at low energy there will still be a bunch train of  2.5s coming out
of the linac, carrying an energy of  0.5 kJ. In the worst case, however, one should consider a full linac
pulse reaching the dump, yielding an instantaneous power of 140 MW over 0.8 ms/0.6 ms in case of
EURISOL/neutrino operation. The average power rating of the dump should be 100 kW, which allows
setting up the machine with full current at a 1 Hz duty cycle. The accidental loss of the full beam at
top energy has been analysed in Chapter 5, Section 5.1 and approximately yields to a dose rate which
is equivalent to one hour of nominal operation, provided that the beam can be switched of within 10 ms
(ve pulses).
6.2.2 Machine operation with loss of non-critical systems
The SPL is designed to use single klystrons for several normal-conducting or superconducting cavities,
which means that there is no possibility of operating the linac with one or more failing klystrons. The
failure of single klystrons will entail down-times of 13 days, needed to replace the faulty device. The
loss of superconducting cavities (e.g., due to quenches, multipacting in the power coupler, failing RF
windows, etc.), however, can entail down-times of several months if the cryostats need to be opened. In
this case it is highly desirable to be able to accept the failure of single cavities for continued operation.
Failure studies for Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS) [126] show that superconducting linacs
can operate with a certain ‘fault tolerance’ to failing cavities or quadrupoles if the control system is
programmed to re-tune the surrounding elements. If one cavity in a string becomes unavailable, it must be
detuned using mechanical tuners so that a) the incoming power from the generator will be fully reected
via a circulator into an RF load, and b) the beam does not lose energy by exciting a cavity mode. Since it
is unlikely that the piezo-tuners can provide a sufcient detuning, one has to consider the time constant
of the slower mechanical tuners for this process. Since the SPL accelerates a non-relativistic beam, a
missing cavity will result in a phase and energy error which is more severe for lower particle velocities.
In order to restore the nominal energy and phase value at some point after the failing cavity, the eld
amplitude in the surrounding cavities has to be raised and the phase needs to be adjusted to compensate
for the missing cavity. Additionally, several quadrupoles should be adjusted to minimize the transverse
mismatching of the beam. Simulations reported in Ref. [126] show that using this procedure one can
re-tune the system so that no additional beam loss is created. However, one must foresee the installation
of sufcient RF loads to cope with the reected power (not included in this report) and there has to be
enough operational margin (range of phase/amplitude shifters, cavity tuners, etc.) so that the RF system
can continue to operate. Furthermore, the control system must be programmed with the appropriate
cavity and quadrupole settings needed for the compensation of each possible failure scenario. Only then
can the beam be restored with a minimum time delay.
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Appendix: SPL parameter list
Parameter Value Comment
General linac parameters Tables 2.1 and 2.2
Energy 3.56 GeV
Beam power 4/5 MW ‘Neutrino’/‘EURISOL’
Bunch frequency 352.2 MHz
Peak current 64 mA Output
Average pulse current 40 mA Output
Beam duty cycle (after chopper) 2.9/3.6% ‘Neutrino’/‘EURISOL’
Peak RF power 161.6 MW Installed RF systems
Average RF plug power 17/21 MW ‘Neutrino’/‘EURISOL’
Repetition rate 50 Hz
Beam pulse length 0.57/0.71+0.014 ms ‘Neutrino’/‘EURISOL’
RF efciency 0.5/0.85/0.95 Klystron/power conv./waveguide
Number of 352.2 MHz klystrons 14 1 MW peak
Number of 704.4 MHz klystrons 44 5 MW peak
Primary cooling linac 16.8 MW Heat capacity, Table 5.5
1600 m3/h (T D 9K, P D 5 bar)
Cryo-compressors 3.6/4.4 MW Heat capacity ‘neutrino’/‘EURISOL’
600 m3/h (T D 5:7K, P D 5 bar)
Elec. power cooling/ventilation 4 MW Table 5.8
Total power consumption 32/37 MW ‘Neutrino’/‘EURISOL’, Table 5.9
Length 429 m Without debuncher
Tunnel length 470 m Including access area
Normal-conducting linac
Energy 180 MeV
RF frequency 352.2/704.4 MHz 0.09590 MeV/90180 MeV
Peak RF power 26.4 MW Installed RF systems
Average RF power 0.9/1.2 MW ‘Neutrino’/‘EURISOL’
Average RF plug power 2.2/3 MW ‘Neutrino’/‘EURISOL’
Length 87 m
Error amplitudes Maximum, uniform distribution
Quadrupole gradient ˙0:5%
Quadrupole displacement ˙0:1 mm
Quadrupole rotation (x,y) ˙0:5 deg
Quadrupole rotation (z) ˙0:2 deg
Cavity eld phase ˙1 deg
Cavity eld amplitude ˙1%
Superconducting linac
Input energy 180 MeV
Output energy 3.56 GeV
RF frequency 704.4 MHz
Peak RF power 135.2 MW Installed RF systems
Average RF power 6.0/7.2 MW
Average RF plug power 14.9/17.8 MW
Length 342 m
table continued on next page
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Cryogenic temperature 2 K
Error amplitudes Maximum, uniform distribution
Quadrupole gradient ˙0:5=˙ 0:05% Static/dynamic
Quadrupole displacement ˙0:5=˙ 0:01 mm Static/dynamic
Quadrupole rotation (x,y) ˙0:25=˙ 0:005 deg Static/dynamic
Quadrupole rotation (z) ˙0:5=˙ 0:05 deg Static/dynamic
Cavity displacement ˙0:5=˙ 0:01 mm Static/dynamic
Cavity rotation (x,y) ˙0:08=˙ 0:005 deg Static/dynamic
Cavity eld phase ˙1 deg
Cavity eld amplitude ˙1%
Ion source and LEBT Section 4.2.1
Ion species H 
Source current 80 mA
Extraction voltage 95 kV
Source length 1 m
LEBT focusing type solenoid
LEBT length <2 m
Transverse output emittance 0.25  mm mrad (r.m.s., normalized)
Vacuum 10 5 mbar
RFQ Table 4.1
Input energy 0.095 MeV
Output energy 3.0 MeV
RF frequency 352.2 MHz
Peak current 70 mA
Average pulse current 70 mA
Design current 100 mA CW
Design duty cycle 100%
Voltage 87122 kV
Modulation factor 1.01.7
Maximum surface eld 1.7 kilpatrick
RF beam power 210 kW (70 mA)
RF peak power (supersh) 884 kW
RF peak power (expected) 1020 kW
Number of klystrons 1
No. of cells 560
Length 5.95 m
Beam aperture 3.74.1 mm
Transverse output emittance 0.28  mm mrad r.m.s., normalized
Longitudinal output emittance 0.15  deg MeV At 352.2 MHz
0.38  mm mrad r.m.s., normalized
Vacuum 10 7 mbar
MEBT (chopper line) Table 4.3
Beam energy 3 MeV
Peak current 70/64 mA Input/output
Average pulse current 70/40 mA Input/output
Effective chopper plate voltage 400 V Seen by beam
table continued on next page
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Chopper plate voltage 500 V
Chopper rise/fall time < 2 ns 1090%
Maximum chopper frequency 44 MHz
Chopper repetition rate 150 Hz
Maximum chopping factor 40%
Chopper deection angle 5.3 mrad
RF frequency buncher cavities 352.2 MHz
Maximum buncher voltage 150 kV
RF peak power per buncher 1618 kW
Number of buncher cavities 3 At 352.2 MHz
Number of chopper structures 2 Inside quadrupoles
Number of quadrupoles 11
Length of chopper plates 400 mm
Chopper plate distance 20 mm
Length 3.7 m
Beam collimation  9%
Transverse output emittance 0.32  mm mrad r.m.s., norm., collimated
Longitudinal output emittance 0.17  deg MeV At 352.2 MHz
0.43  mm mrad r.m.s., normalized
Vacuum 10 7 mbar
DTL Table 4.4
Input energy 3 MeV
Output energy 40 MeV
RF frequency 352.2 MHz
Peak current 64 mA
Average pulse current 40 mA
Design RF duty cycle 14%
Gradient E0 3.3/3.5 MV/m 1st / (2nd,3rd) tank
Maximum surface eld 1.41.7 kilpatrick
Synchrotron phase  30!  20/  20 deg 1st / (2nd,3rd) tank
RF beam power 1.5 MW
RF peak power per tank 0.7/1.57/1.55 MW 1st/2nd/3rd tank
RF peak power 3.8 MW
Number of klystrons 1/2/2 1st/2nd/3rd tank
Cells per tank 28/33/24 1st/2nd/3rd tank
Number of tanks 3
Focusing tank 1 FOFODODO
Focusing tank 2/3 FODO
Length per tank 2.63/5.2/5.0 m 1st/2nd/3rd tank
Total length 13.4 m
Transition to CCDTL 0.25 m
Beam aperture 20 mm
Quadrupole type PMQ
Quadrupole length 45/80 mm 1st / (2nd,3rd) tank
Outer drift tube diameter 90 mm
Inner quadr. diameter 22 mm
Transverse output emittance 0.34  mm mrad r.m.s., normalized
Longitudinal output emittance 0.19  deg MeV At 352.2 MHz
table continued on next page
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0.49  mm mrad r.m.s., normalized
Vacuum 10 7 mbar
CCDTL Tables 4.5 and 4.6
Input energy 40 MeV
Output energy 92 MeV
RF frequency 352.2 MHz
Peak current 64 mA
Average pulse current 40 mA
Design RF duty cycle 14%
Gradient E0 2.83.9 MV/m
Maximum surface eld 1.41.7 kilpatrick
Synchr. phase  20 deg
RF beam power 2 MW
RF power per module 0.8 MW
RF peak power 6.4 MW
Number of klystrons 8
Cells per cavity 3
Cavities per module 3
Number of cavities 24
Number of modules 8
Focusing FODO
Length 25.2 m
Transition to SCL 0.25 m
Beam aperture 28 mm
Transverser output emittance 0.35  mm mrad r.m.s., normalized
Longitudinal output emittance 0.19  deg MeV At 352.2 MHz
0.48  mm mrad r.m.s., normalized
Vacuum 10 7 mbar
SCL Tables 4.7 and 4.8
Input energy 92 MeV
Output energy 180 MeV
RF frequency 704.4 MHz
Peak current (at 704.4 MHz) 128 mA Every 2nd RF bucket lled
Average pulse current 40 mA
Design RF duty cycle 14%
Gradient E0 4 MV/m
Maximum surface eld 1.11.2 kilpatrick
Synchrotron phase  20 deg
RF beam power 3.6 MW
RF peak power 15.1 MW
Number of klystrons 5
Cells per cavity 11
Cavities per module 45
Number of cavities 24
Focusing FODO
Length 34.4 m
Transition to SC linac 0.5 m
table continued on next page
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Beam aperture 32 mm
Transverse output emittance 0.36  mm mrad r.m.s., normalized
Longitudinal output emittance 0.19  deg MeV At 352.2 MHz
0.48  mm mrad r.m.s., normalized
Vacuum 10 7 mbar
SC linac Tables 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14
Input energy 180 MeV
Output energy 3.56 GeV
RF frequency 704.4 MHz
Peak current (at 704.4 MHz) 128 mA Every 2nd bucket lled
Average pulse current 40 mA
Cryo duty cycle 4.6/5.5% ‘neutrino’/‘EURISOL’
Design cryo duty cycle 6%
(R/Q) 290/570  Linac denition (ˇ = 0.65/1.0)
Q0 10
10 Min. performance goal (ˇ = 0.65/1.0)
Ql 0.9/1.0 106 (ˇ = 0.65/1.0)
Filling time l 0.21/0.23 ms Ql=! (ˇ = 0.65/1.0)
Gradient E0 19/25 MV/m Without transit time factor (ˇ = 0.65/1.0)
Synchronous phase  20!  15 deg
RF peak power 135.2 MW
Number of klystrons 7/32 (ˇ = 0.65/1.0)
Cells per cavity 5
Active length per cavity 0.692/1.064 m (ˇ = 0.65/1.0)
Number of cavities 42/136 (ˇ = 0.65/1.0)
Cavities per cryo-module 6/8 C4 quads / C2 quads (ˇ = 0.65/1.0)
Foc. periods per cryo-module 2/1 (ˇ = 0.65/1.0)
Number of cryo-modules 7/17 (ˇ = 0.65/1.0)
Length of cryo-module 11.45/14.26 m (ˇ = 0.65/1.0)
Dist. between cryo-modules 0.8 m
Focusing FDO
Period length 6.13/15.06 m (ˇ = 0.65/1.0) cryostat transitions
Length 85.8/256.1 m (ˇ = 0.65/1.0)
SC linac length 342 m
Beam aperture 85/90 mm Diameter
Transverse output emittance 0.36  mm mrad r.m.s., normalized
Longitudinal output emittance 0.20  deg MeV At 352.2 MHz
0.50  mm mrad r.m.s., normalized
Vacuum 10 9 mbar
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